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I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that due to the presence of the axiom 
scheme of Replacement in the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory 
(hereafter denoted by ZP), the latter is not finitely 
axiomatizable [191• Because of this, special techniques 
have been developed in connection with the proofs of the 
consistency and independence of the axioms of ZF. Princi­
pal representatives of these techniques are the system of 
von Neumann-Bernays-Godel [4], [5], the set-theoretical 
inner models of Shepherdson [18], the hierarchy of formulas 
of Levy [11] and more recently the forcing method of Cohen 
[7] and various techniques based upon methods involving 
Boolean valued models [I7]. However, all of these tech­
niques are intrinsically complicated since all of them 
include the entire axiom scheme of Replacement. 
In this dissertation, based upon the model-theoretic 
completeness and compactness theorems [I6], we introduce 
the notion of a Synergistic axiom system and the correspond­
ing method of Synergistic models. This enables us to con­
sider axiom systems involving only finitely many instances 
of the axiom scheme of Replacement, thus avoiding the 
difficulties inherent in the full axiomatization of ZF. 
In Section II, after giving basic definitions and 
proving a variant of the Skolem-Lowenheim theorem which is 
of fundamental importance for the proofs of various 
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assertions which follow, we construct a Synergistic model 
which establishes the consistency of the axiom of Choice 
with the other standard axioms of ZP. Moreover, employing 
the method of Synergistic models a proof of the mutual 
independence of the axioms of Extensionality, Powerset, 
Sumset, Infinity and Choice is given. 
In Section jlll, a Synergistic model for the axioms of 
Extentionality, Powerset, Sumset, Infinity, Regularity and 
the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis is constructed in 
which there are only three infinite ordinals and these 
ordinals are the three consecutive infinite cardinals of 
the model. Furthermore, every set of the model is countable 
and the entire model is a denumerable set. 
Finally, in Section IV a Synergistic model is con­
structed for finitely many instances of the axiom scheme 
of Replacement in which the order type of the individuals 
does not exceed a certain denumerable ordinal. 
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II. THE AXIOM OF CHOICE 
A. Preliminary Results 
As usual by ZF we mean the Zermelo-Fraenkel set 
theory considered as a first order theory without equality 
and with one and only one undefined nonlogical binary 
predicate symboli € (read: is an element of). Equality 
( = ) is introduced by its usual set-theoretical defini­
tion; i.e., two sets are equal if and only if they have the 
same elements. In what follows we assume that the follow­
ing five axioms of ZF form a consistent system. 
I. AXIOM OF EXTENTIONALITY 
(Vx)(Vy)((x = y) * (Vz)((x € z) - (y € z))) 
II. AXIOM SCHEME OF REPLACEMENT 
(Vs)(fnl(P,s) -* (at)(Vy)(y € t - (ax)(x Ç s A F(x,y)))) 
vAiere P(x,y) is a binary predicate containing neither s 
nor t as a free variable, and where fnl(F,s) (read: 
F is functional on the set s) stands for the formula 
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz)(((x € s) A P(x,y) A P(x,z)) (y = z)) 
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III. AXIOM OF POWERSET 
(Vx)(ay)(Vz)((z € y) - (z c x)) 
IV. AXIOM OF SUMSET 
(Vx) (ay) (Vz)'((z € y) ~ (Sw) ( (w € x) A (z € w))) 
V. AXIOM OF INFINITY 
(aw)((0 6 w) A (Vx)((x € w) -» (x U {x} 6 w)) 
The above constitute the standard axioms of ZF. Addi­
tional axioms which we shall consider are the axioms of 
Choice and Regularity [15], the latter of which is a strong­
er form of the Fundierung axiom [1)]. 
VI. AXIOM OF CHOICE 
(Vx)(((0 t x) A disj(x)) -» (ay)(choice(y,x))) 
where disj(x) (read: x is a disjointed set) denotes the 
formula 
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(Vy)(Vz)(((y € x) A (z € x) A (y z)) -• (y 0 z = 0)) 
(read: y is a choice set for x) 
(Vs)((s € x) -• (a|t)(Vw)((w = t) •- ((w 6 y) A (w € s)))) 
VII. AXIOM OF REGULARITY 
(Vs)((s ^  0) * (ay)((y € s) A (y n s = 0))) 
Hereafter, we shall refer to axioms I to VII above as 
axioms E, R, P, S, I, C and G, respectively. 
We next establish a variant of the Skolem-Lowehheim 
theorem which is of fundamental importance for our purposes. 
For every ordinal u, let be a set such that 
(1) u < V implies c 
and 
(2) T = U T for a limit ordinal u 
v<u 
and where choice(y,x) 
denotes the formula 
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For every set x we let T(X) (read: x is a set of 
T) denote the formula (au)(ord(u) A (x € T^)). 
For every formula F in the language of ZF and every 
unary predicate A(x), we call F* the bound restriction 
/ 
of F A(X) if and only if F' is the formula obtained 
from F by replacing each occurrence of 
i 
' I 
(at)( ... ) by (at)(A(t) A ... ) 
and 
(Vt)( ... ) by (Vt)(A(t) -»...) 
for every bound variable t of P. 
In what follows, we denote by F* the bound restric­
tion of F ^ T(X), and for every ordinal u we denote 
by F^ the bound restriction of F x € T^. 
Lemma 1. Let F(x,y) be any binary predicate. Then for 
every ordinal v there exists an ordinal w > v such that 
for every a € and b € we have F*(a,b) F^(a,b). 
Proof. For every set a and b consider a formula 
equivalent to F(a,b) in the prenex form [10] 
(3) 
where is an existential or universal quantifier and G 
is a formula containing no quantifiers. 
Let u be any ordinal. For n = 1,2,...,m and for 
elements a,b,aj^jj...,a^_j^ of we define 
f^^a,b,ai,...,a^_l) as follows: 
(a) If is a, then f^ = u' where u' is the small­
est ordinal such that 
®n+l^n+l* * • Vm G(a,b,ai,..., a^^, • • • ' 
for some set a^ of T„, ; otherwise f„ s= 0. 
n u n 
(b) If 0^ is V, then f^ = u' where u' is the small­
est ordinal such that 
~®n+l^n+l* • • Vm G(a,b,ai,. • • j^n'^n+l' ' "'^m^ 
for some set a^ of T^,; otherwise f^ = 0. 
For every ordinal u we define B(u) to be the 
supremum of the following set of ordinals: 
8 
(^) ' 
(n = 1,.0. jin) A (a,b, ^ ^ n—1 ^ ^ * 
For every i € tu, we let 
I 
(5) Cgi = V and = max(B(c^), c^) 
k 
and let w = sup(c^). Clearly 
(6) T„ = U 
Now we prove that for elements a,b,a^,...,a^_2 of 
( Vn* • • Vm G(a,b,ai, ...,an_i,tny • • 
(7) 
The proof is by induction on the niuiiber of quantifiers, 
there are no quantifiers, formula (7) reduces to 
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G * * *  G  ( a . , b )  
which is valid since G(a,b) has no bound variables. To 
establish the induction step we assume formula (7) and show 
\ (^n-l^n-l* • • Vm • •-'^n-a'^n-l^ • * 
(8) 
^ (^n-l^n-l* • * Vm * *''^n-a'^n-l'* • 
for elements a,b,a^,...,a^_g of T^. 
Thus, let a,b,a^,be elements of T^. We 
consider the following four cases: 
Case I. Suppose Qjj_i is 3 and the left side of 
formula (8) is true. Then for some set a^^^ of T we 
have 
(9) (Vn*"Vm • •-'^n-l'^n'" 
By the induction hypothesis, formula (7) now yields 
(10) (Qn*^n* ' • Vm G(a,b,ai, .. .,an.l*tn* • "^^m^ 
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for some set a^-l T. From equation (6) it follows 
that there is a natural number i such that 
a,b,a^,...,a^_g are elements of . Since formula (10) 
i 
is true for some set a„ , of T, there is a smallest 
n-1 
ordinal u' such that formula (10) is true for some set 
a , of T„,. By the definition of f^ , we have 
n—1 u n-i 
I 
u' = f^^ i(a,b,a^,...,a^_g). Therefore, from (4) and (5) 
it follows that u' < B(c^) < c^^^. Hence, from (6) and 
(1) we have that T^, c c t^, and consequently 
a_ , € T.. Thus, formula (10) is true for some set a„ ,, 
n—1 w * n—1 
which establishes that the right side of formula (8) is 
true. 
Case II. Suppose is 3 and the right side of 
formula (8) is true. Then formula (10) is true for some set 
a^_^ of T^, and hence for some set a^_2 of T. Thus, 
formula (7) implies that formula (9) is true for some set 
a^ 1 of T, which establishes that the left side of 
n-i 
formula (8) is true. 
Case III. Suppose is V and the left side of 
formula (8) is true. If the right side of formula (8) is 
false, then for some set of T^ formula (10) is 
false. However, from formula (7) it follows that formula 
(9) must be false for some set ^^-1 T, and therefore, 
the left side of formula (8) must be false, which contra-
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diets the hypothesis of this case. Hence, the right side 
of formula (8) is true. 
Case IV. Suppose is T and the right side of 
formula (8) is true. Assume the left side of formula (8) is 
false. Then for some set ^^-1 ^ formula (9) is false 
and hence, by foi^mula (7), formula (10) is also false. From 
equation (6) it j^ollows that there is a natural number i 
such that a,b,a^,...,a^_g are elements of . Since the 
negation of formula (10) is true for some set a^_^ of T, 
there is a smallest ordinal u' such that the negation of 
formula (10) is true for some set a^^^ of T^,. By the 
definition of f„ , we have that 
n-l 
u* = fQ_i(a,b,ai,...,a^_g). Therefore, from (4) and (5) it 
follows that u' < 8(0^) < c^^^. From (l) and (6) we now 
have T , c T c t . Hence, the negation of formula (10) 
" °i+l ^ 
is true for some set a^_^ of T^. However, this implies 
that the right side of formula (8) is false, which contra­
dicts the hypothesis of this case. Thus, the left side of 
formula (8) is true. 
This proves formula (7) for n = 1,2,...,m. If n = 1, 
then the left side of formula (7) reduces to 
(Ql^l***Vm G(a/b,ti,...,t^))* 
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Since formula (5) is equivalent to P(a,b), it follows that, 
formula (7) with n = 1 implies P*(a,b) P^(a,b) for 
every set a and b of T^. 
Thus Lemma 1 is proved. 
B. Consistency of the Axioms E,R,P,S,I,C,G 
We denote by ZP+C+G the system formed by the axioms 
t. • • , 
E,R,P,S,I,C,G. In this section we establish the consistency 
of ZP+C+G relative, of course, to the consistency of ZP. 
a?his result was previously established by Godel in [9] and 
Cohen in [8]. However, the proof which follows differs 
conceptually from the proofs of Godel and Cohen in that it 
is based upon the notion of Synergistic axiom system and 
the method of Synergistic models. These notions are 
motivated by the set-theoretical completeness and compactness 
theorems. 
Gô'del and Cohen were able to establish the consistency 
of ZP+C+G only with considerable difficulties. This is 
due to the fact that the axiom scheme of Replacement is 
not a proper axiom but consists, in fact, of infinitely 
many proper axioms. %e proof presented below avoids many 
of these difficulties since we consider only models for 
finitely many proper axioms of ZP+C+G. 
An axiom system is called Synergistic if and only if it 
consists of finitely many of the proper axioms of ZP. A 
15 
model is called Synergistic if and only if it is a model for 
a Synergistic axiom system. As expected, we assume the 
consistency of ZF. By virtue of the set-theoretic complete­
ness theorem, which, we observe, is proved without the axioms 
C and G, we let (K,6) be a model for the axioms E,R,P, 
S,I. We now proceed to show that every Synergistic sub­
system of the axiom system ZP+C+G is consistent. This is 
equivalent to showing that for every n binary predicates 
Fg(x,y), F^(x,y) in the language of ZF, 
there is a submodel (T,€) of (K, €) such that the axioms 
E,P,S,I,C and G are valid in (T,e) and (T,€) is a 
model for the predicates F^fx/y), Fg(x,y), ..., Fj^(x,y). 
By the statement "(T,€) is a model for the predicate 
F(x,y)," we mean that the formula 
(Vs)(fnl(F,s) -» (at)(Vy)((y E t) -
(ax)((x 6 s) A F(x,y)))) 
is valid in (T,€). 
Let v be an ordinal of (K,€) and let be a set 
of (K, €). For every element t of A^ we let Py(t) 
denote the set of precisely those subsets of t that can 
be found in A^. Thus, we have 
14 
(11) X € P^(t) if and only if x 6 and x c t 
We refer to P (t) as the relativized powerset of t ^ 
V ; ' " 
Moreover, for every element t of we let S^(t) 
denote the set oé.precisely those elements of the elements 
of t that can be found in A^. Thus, we have 
(12) X € Sy(t) if and only if x € A^ and y € A^ 
and X € y and y € t 
Furthermore, for evèry element t of A^ and every 
binary predicate F(x,y), if fnl(F^,t), we denote by 
F^[t] the set of precisely those mates y of the elements 
X of t such that y € A^. 
Finally, motivated by [14], for every element t of 
A^, if A^ is a transitive set of (K, 6) and if w is 
a well ordering of A^ in (K, €), then we denote by C^(t) 
the set whose elements are precisely the w-first elements 
of the nonempty elements of t, and we set 
C^(0) = C^(C0}) «= 0. 
We now construct a modpl (T,€) by defining a set 
of (K,6) for every ordinal v. The statement x is a 
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set of (T,Ç)," will then be taken to mean that the formula 
(av)(ord(v) A (x € T^)) is valid in (K,€). 
For every ordinal v, the set of (K, €) is 
defined by transfinite induction. 
(13) , (1)} 
(14) T = U T for a limit ordinal v 
^ u<v 
and 
(15) = Ty U Py U S, U U 1,(1) U ... U I,(n) 
where 
(16) = Cs I (s € P(T^)) A (at)(t € T^) A (s = P^(t)))} 
(17) Sy = {si (s € P(T^)) A (at)(t € T^) A (s = S^(t)))3 
(18) = {s I (s 6 P(T^)) A (at)((t e T^) A disj(t) 
A (0 ^  t) A (s = C^^^^(t)))} 
and for i = 1,2,...,n 
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(19) I^(i) = {s 1 (s € P(T^)) A (at)((t € T^) A fnl(FY,t) 
A(s=Fj[t]))} 
where P(T^) is the powerset of in (K,€) and where 
the w(v) in is defined by transfinite induction 
on V as followé: Let w(0) be the well ordering of 
in (K,€) indicated by the configuration [0,1,2, 
Next, if w(v) is the well ordering of in (K, ç) 
indicated by the configuration [aQ,a^,ag,...then 
w(v+l) is the well ordering of in (K, €) indicated 
by the configuration 
[ *0 =1 ^2 
PvfSo) ' Pv(*l ) , Pvfag) ' 
Sv(ai ) , SvfSg) ' 
,w(v) (Bl), 
FlCa„] , Pica, ] , Flta^] , 
<[ao] , 
where repetitions are omitted. Finally we let 
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w(v) = U w(u) for a limit ordinal v 
u<v 
Lemma 2. The set is transitive for every ordinal v. 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on v. 
First, we let v = 0. By equation (13) we have T^ = (i) + 1 
Since every ordinal is a transitive set, it follows that T 
is transitive. 
Next, we let v be a limit ordinal and we assume that 
is transitive for every ordinal u < v. Let x € T^ 
and y Ç X. Ey equation (14) we have x € T^ for some 
ordinal u < v. But is transitive by our assumption, 
and hence y € T^. It follows from equation (14) that 
y € T^, which implies that is transitive. 
Finally, we let v be a nonlimit ordinal u + 1 and 
we assume that is transitive. Let x € T^ and y € x 
From equation (I5) it follows that 
Tv = Tu U *u U Su U U !*(!) U ... U I„(n) 
If X Ç Ty, then our assumption yields y Ç 
y Ç On the other hand, if x t then 
element of 
and hence 
X must be an 
18 
Pu U Su U C%(") U I„(l) U ... U Ijn) 
In view of equations (16), (17), (l8) and (19), we have 
X € P(T^), which implies x c T^. Therefore, y € x 
implies y 6 and hence y € T^, which establishes the 
transitivity of T^. 
Thus Lemma 2 is proved. 
Proposition 5» The axiom of Extentionality is valid in 
(T,e). 
Proof. Let X, y and z be sets of (T,€) such that 
X € z and x = y in (T, €). From Lemma 2 it follows that 
for every set s of (K, €) and every set t of (T, €) 
we have s € t in (K, €) if and only if s € t in (T,€). 
Hence, x € z and x = y in (T,€) imply x € z and 
X = y in (K, €). By the validity of the axiom of 
Extentionality in (K, 6) we have y € z in (K, €)> and 
hence y € z in (T,€). 
Thus Proposition 5 is proved. 
Lemma 4. For every ordinal u and v, if u < v, then 
T._ is a subset of T__. U V 
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Proof. We assume the contrary and let v be the 
smallest ordinal such that T, T for some ordinal 
u V 
u < V. Clearly, u < v and hence v > 0. Moreover, it 
follows from equation (l4) that v is not a limit ordinal. 
Therefdre, u < v - 1. By the choice of v we have 
c But equation (I5) yields c which 
contradicts T, tfc T . 
u j V 
ïhus Lemma 4 is proved. 
For every set x of (K,€), we define r(x) to be 
the smallest ordinal u such that x 6 if such an 
ordinal exists. Otherwise, we let r(x) =0. We refer 
to r(x) as the rank of x. 
Proposition 5* Ihe axiom of Powerset is valid in (T,ç). 
Proof. Let s be a set of (T,€). Since s is also 
a set of (K,€), the axiom of Powerset in (K,€) implies 
the existence of the powerset P(s) of s in (K, 6). Let 
(20) w = supCr(x) 1 X € P(s)] 
Khen w is an ordinal since the supremum of every set of 
ordinals is an ordinal. Prom Lemma 4 it follows that 
s € T^. Equations (I5) and (I6) imply the existence of the 
element P^(s) of In view of (11), we see that 
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every element of P^(s) is a subset of s. Conversely, 
let z be a set of (T,€) such that z c s. Then 
z € P(s) which, in view of (20), implies that r(z) < w. 
From Lemma 4 it follows that z € T^. Hence, we see from 
(11) that z € P^(s). This shows that every subset of s 
in (T,€) is an element of P^(s). Therefore, P^^s) is 
the powerset of ; s in (T,€). 
Proposition 6. The axiom of Sumset is valid in (T,€). 
Proof. Let s be a set of (T,€). Then there exists 
an ordinal v such that s € T^. Equations (I5) and (I7) 
imply the existence of the element S^(s) of T^^^. In 
view of (12), we see that every element of S^(s) is an 
element of an element of s. Now let 2 be a set of (T,€) 
such that z is an element of an element y of s. From 
Lemma 2 it follows that T^ is transitive. Hence y € s 
implies y € T^, and z € y implies 2 € T^. From (12) 
we see that z € S^(s). This shows that every element of 
an element of s in (T,€) is an element of S^(s). 
Therefore, S^(s) is the sumset of s in (T,€). 
proposition 7» The axiom of Infinity is valid in (T,€). 
Proof. From (I5) we see that u) € T^. Thus, in view 
of the fact that u) has the same elements in (T, ç) as it 
does in (K,Ç), it follows that the axiom of Infinity is 
21 
valid in (T,€). 
Proposition 8. The axiom of Choice is valid in (T,€). 
Proof. Let t be a set of (T,€) such that disj(t) 
and 0 t t. There exists an ordinal v such that t € T^. 
Lemma 2 implies is transitive. Equations (I5) and 
(18) imply the existence of the element C^(t) of 
where w = w(v). 
Let 2 € t. The transitivity of yields 2 € 
and 2 c T^. Hence, there exists a w-first element z* 
of z. In view of the definition of C^(t), we see that 
z* € C^(t). Moreover, if x* € C^(t) and x* ^  z*, then 
X* is the w-first element of an element x of t. 
Clearly, x* ^  z* implies x ^  z. Hence, disj(t) yields 
X* FE z. This shows that z N C^(t) = {z*}. Therefore, 
C^(t) is a choice set for t in (T, €). 
Proposition 9» The axiom of Regularity is valid in (T,€). 
Proof. Let s be a nonempty set of (T,€). Let 
u «= infCr(x) 1 x 6 s} 
If u = 0, then, in view of equation (13), we see that 
s n (u) + 1) ^  0. Let y be the first element (in the 
natural ordering) of s H (u) + l). ïlien x € y implies 
22 
X < y and hence x $ s. Therefore, y fl s = 0. 
If u > 0, then we let y be an element of t such 
that r(y) = u. Equation (14) and the definition of r(y) 
imply that u is a nonlimit ordinal. Let x 6 y. Equations 
(15), (16), (17), (18) and (19) imply y c and hence 
X € It follows that r(x) < u - 1, which implies 
that X t s. Therefore y fl s = 0. 
We have shown that every set s of (T,€) has an 
element y such that y n s = 0. Thus Proposition 9 is 
proved. 
For every i = 1,2,...,n we denote by F| the bound 
restriction of the predicate ^ T(x). 
Proposition 10. (T,6) is a model for the predicates 
Fi(x,y), Fgfx.y), ... , F^{x,y), 
Proof. Let i be a natural number with 1 < i < n 
and let s be a set of (T,€) such that fnl(F\,s) in 
(T, €); i.e., such that fnl(F*,s). We must show that there 
exists a set t of (T,€) such that 
(21) for every set y of (T,€), y € t if and only if 
there exists a set x € s such that F|(x,y) 
Since the axiom scheme of Replacement is valid in 
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(K,€), fnl(Ft,s) implies that there exists a set z of 
(K,€) such that 
(22) for every set y of (K, €), y € z if and only if 
there exists a set x € s such that F|(x,y) 
Let 
(25) V = supCr(x) I X € {s} U 2} 
In view of equation (14) and Lemma 4, we may apply Lemma 1 
to V and P|(x,y). îhus, there exists an ordinal w > v 
such that for every element x and y of 
(24) FJ(x,y) - P^(x,y) 
From (25) we have r(s) < v. Hence r(s) < w and Lemma 4 
implies s € T^. Equations (I5) and (I9) imply the exist­
ence of the element pYCs] of Let t = FV[S]. 
Clearly, t is a set of (T,6). To complete the proof, 
we show that t satisfies (21). 
Let y be a set of (T,6) such that y € t. Then 
there exists a set x € s such that P^(x,y). However, in 
view of Lemma 2, x € s and s 6 T^ imply x € T^. More­
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over, y 6 t implies y € T^. Therefore, (24) implies 
P|(x,y), and hence t satisfies one part of (21). 
Now let y be a set of (T,6) such that there exists 
a set X € s such that F*(x,y). In view of Lemma 2, 
X € s and s € imply x € T^. Moreover, (22) implies 
y € z, and hence, since y is a set of (T,€), (25) 
implies r(y) < v < w, and Lemma 4 yields y € T^. But, 
in view of (24), x Ç and y € and P|(x,y) imply 
FY(x,y). Therefore, y € FY[s] which implies that y € t. 
Hence, t satisfies the other part of (21). 
Thus Proposition 10 is proved. 
Propositions 3, 5, 6, 7» 8, 9 and 10 prove that every 
Synergistic sub-system of the axiom system ZF+C+G is 
consistent. Therefore, the set-theoretical compactness 
theorem implies that ZF+C+G is consistent. 
C. Independence of the Axioms E,P,S,I,C 
According to [6], the independence of the axiom of 
Choice from the four axioms E,P,S,I and the axiom scheme 
of Replacement cannot be proved using a standard submodel of 
ZF . A model for such an independence proof must be con­
structed by means of operations going beyond ZF. 
Using the method of Synergistic models, we prove in 
this section the independence of the axiom of Choice from 
the four axioms E,P,S,I by introducing symbols which do 
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not occur in any standard model for ZP. 
Let (K,€) be a model for ZP, and let a, b, c and 
d be symbols not occurring in (K, €). Let (v^,6^) be the 
model whose domain consists of the sets 0, 1, 2j ... , U) 
of (K, €) and the symbols a, b, c and d. For every 
individual x and y of (V^,we define x y 










For every ordinal u > 0 we define (V^,€^) by 
transfinite induction. For a limit ordinal u, we let x 
X and y are sets of (K, €) and x € y 
y is. a and x is b 
y _is b and x _is b or c 
y is_ c and x i£ a 
y is d and x is a or b or c 
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be an individual of (V^,6^) if and only if 
(50) there exists an ordinal v < u such that 
X is a set of (V^,€^) 
For every individual x and y of ^ we define 
X y if and only if 
(51) there exists an ordinal v < u such that x y 
For a nonlimit ordinal u + 1, we let x be an 
individual of if and only if 
(52a) X is a set of 6^) 
or 
(32b) X is not a set of (V^,€^) and therfe exists a 
set t of (V^,6^) such that no set of (v^,€^) 
is a relativized powerset of t and x is the 
symbol P*^t) 
For every individual x and y of ^u+l^' define 
X y if and only if 
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X is a set of (V^,e^) 
y is a set of ( V ^ , a n d  x  y  
there exists a set t of (V^,6^) such that no 
set of €^) is a relativized powerset of t 
and X c t in (V^, €^) and y is Pg(t) 
Finally, we define the model (V, €*). We let x be 
an individual of (V,Ç*) if and only if 
(35) there exists an ordinal u such that 
X is a set of €^) 
For every individual x and y of (V,€*), we define 






(56) there exists an ordinal u such that x 6^ y 
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For every ordinal u and every set . x and y of 
X y implies x y for every ordinal v < u 
if y is a set of ^ then x 6* y 
implies x y 
Proof. First we prove part (a). We assume the con­
trary. Thus, there exists a smallest ordinal u with an 
ordinal v < u such that x y but x y. From (5I) 
it is clear that u is not a limit ordinal, and v < u 
implies u ^  0. Hence, u is a nonzero nonlimit ordinal 
and it follows from our assumption that x YJ which, 
in view of (52a), contradicts x y. Thus part (a) is 
proved. 
Next we prove part (b). Let u be an ordinal such 
that y is a set of and such that x 6* y. From 
(36) it follows that there exists an ordinal v with 
X 6^ y. We assume that v is the first such ordinal. If 
V < u, then part (a) proved above implies x y. If 
V > u, then it is clear, in view of (^1), that v is a 
nonzero nonlimit ordinal. Now v - 1 > u implies that x 
and y are sets of (V ,). Hence, it follows from 







(32b) that neither x nor y is P*_^(t) for a set t 
of view of (34a) and (3%b), we see that 
X ^ y, which contradicts our assumption that v was 
the smallest ordinal such that x y. 
Thus Lemma 8 is proved. 
Lemma 9. For every ordinal u, the axiom of Extentionality 
is valid in (V^,€^). 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on u. 
We assume that the axiom of Extentionality is valid in 
(V^,€^) for every ordinal v < u. We see by inspection 
that the axiom of Extentionality is valid in (V^^€^). 
Hence, we let u > 0 and consider the following two cases. 
Case I. Let u be a limit ordinal. Let x, y and 
z be sets of 6^) such that x = y in and 
x z. Then (3O) implies the existence of an ordinal 
V < u such that x, y and 2 are sets of (v^,€^). Let 
w be a set of (V^,€^) such that w x. Then w x 
and hence x = y implies w y. Now Lemma 8(a) implies 
w y. Thus x c y in (V^, €^). A similar argument 
establishes y cx in (V^, €^), yielding x = y in 
(V^,Ç^). Hence, by our induction hypothesis we have 
y z. In view of (3I), this implies y z, which 
establishes the validity of the axiom of Extentionality in 
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«u) • 
Case II. Let u be a nonlimit ordinal. Let x, y 
and z be sets of such that x = y in 
and X z. Let v = u - 1. From (55) we have that x ~~ 
is a set of (v^,^ y is not a set of (v^, 
then (52b) implies the existence of a set t of (V^,€^) 
such that y is P*(t). In view of (5^b), we observe that 
w c t in (V^j €^) for every set w of (V^, €^) if and 
only if w y. Thus, x = y in (V^,€^) implies that 
wet in (V^,€^) if and only if w 6^ x. However, since 
both w and x are sets of (V^,€^), Lemma 8(a) and 
(55) and (34a) imply w 6^ x if and only if w 6^ x. 
Therefore, x is a relativized powerset of t in (V^,Ç^). 
But X is a set of (V^,6^) and hence (52b) implies that 
the symbol P*(t) is not an individual of ^u)f which 
is a contradiction. Thus, y _is a set of (v^, €^). 
From X = y in (V^,€^), in view of the fact that x 
and y are sets of (V^,€^), it follows that Lemma 8(a) 
and (55) and (54a) imply that x = y in (V^,€^). If z 
is a set of (V^,6^), then our induction hypothesis yields 
y z, and hence from (55) and (54a) we have y z. If 
z is not a set of (V^,€^), then (52b) implies the 
existence of a set s of (V^,€^) such that z is 
P*(s). From (54b) and x z we have x c s in (V^, €^). 
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From X = y in (V^,it follows that yes. There­
fore, (5^t>) implies y z, which establishes the validity 
of the axiom of Extentionality in e^). 
Thus Lemma 9 is proved. 
Proposition 10. The axiom of Extentionalitv is valid in 
(V, €*). 
Proof. Let X, y and z be sets of (V,€*) such 
that X = y and x €* z. From (55)^ there exists an 
ordinal u such that x, y and z are sets of (V^f €^) « 
Lemma 8(b) and (56) imply that x z and x = y in 
(Vu,€y). Lemma 9 now yields y z, and hence (56) 
implies y €* z, which establishes the validity of the 
axiom of Extentionality in (V,6*). 
Thus Proposition 10 is proved. 
Proposition 11. The axiom of Sumset is valid in (V,€*). 
Proof. For every ordinal u and every set s of 
(V^,€^), we prove by transfinite induction on u that 
(57) there exists a set Us of (V, €*) such that for 
every set x of (V,€*) we have x €* Us if and 
only if there exists a set y of (v,€*) such that 
X €* y and y €* s. 
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Let u be an ordinal such that (57) is satisfied for every 
set s of for every ordinal v < u. Let s be 
a set of (V^,. If u = 0, then s is a set of 
(VQ,€Q). We observe that in view of (25), (26), (27), (28) 
and (29) we have Ua «= b, Ub = d, Uc = a, Ud = d, 
Uu) = (13, DO = 0 and Un = n - 1 for every n 6 uu - {0}. 
Since every set of (V^,€^) has a sumset in (V,€*), we 
let u > 0. 
If u is a limit ordinal, then s is a set of 
(V^,€^) for an ordinal v < u, and our induction hypothe­
sis implies the existence of Us in (V,€*). Thus, we let 
u be a nonlimit ordinal and let v = u - 1. If s is a set 
of (V^,€^), then the induction hypothesis again yields the 
existence of Us in (V,€*). Thus, we also assume that s 
is not a set of (V^,€^). From (52b) it follows that s 
is P*(t) for a set t of (y^,€^). To complete the proof 
we show that (57) is satisfied for s with t = Us. 
Let X €* y for a set y €* s. Lemma 8(b) implies 
y s. From (5^t>) we see that yet in (V^, €^), and 
hence y is a set of (V^, €^). Lemma 8(b) now yields 
X y which, in view of yet,, implies x t. Hence 
by (58) we have x 6* t, which establishes one part of 
(57)' We observe from (54b) that t P*(t) and there­
fore t Ç* s. Hence, every element of t in (v,€*) is 
an element of an element of s, which establishes the 
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other part of (37). 
Thus Proposition 11 is proved. 
Lemma 12. For every set x and y of (V,€*) and every 
ordinal u, if y c: x in (Vj€*) and x is a set Of 
then y is a set of €^^3^). 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Then there exist sets 
X and y of (v,€*) and an ordinal u such that y c x 
in (V,€*) and x is a set of but y is not a 
set of (^u+l^^u+1^* (35) we have the existence of 
an ordinal v such that y is a set of €^). We 
assume that v is the smallest such ordinal. Since y is 
not a set of (^u+l^^u+1^' have v > u + 1. From (50) 
it follows that v is not a limit ordinal. Thus, (32b) 
implies the existence of a set t of (^v-l'^v-1^ such 
that no set of (^v-l'^v-1^ is a relativized powerset of 
t and such that y is P*_^(t). 
Now (34b) implies t y. Hence t €* y, which, in 
view of y cx, implies t €* x. From Lemma 8(b) we see 
that t X. Thus, t is a set of (V^,. In view of 
Lemma 9, if t has a relativized powerset in (V^,€^), it 
is unique, and we denote this set by w. If t does not 
have a relativized powerset in ^u^ * then (32b) implies 
that the symbol P*(t) is an individual of (^u+i^^u+1^' 
and we let w denote P*(t). In either case w is a set 
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of (^u+l'^u+1^ and for every subset s of t in 
(V^, €^), we have s w. 
We observe that v > u + 1 implies that w is a set 
of (^v-l'^v-l^* We prove below that w is a relativized 
powerset of t in ("^v-l^ ^ v-1^ * ® be a subset of 
t in ("^v-l'^v-1^ * (54b) implies s y and hence 
s €* y. From y c x we have s 6* x, which, in view of 
Lemma 8(b), implies s x. In order to prove that 
s  e t  i n  ( V , € )  w e  l e t  z  €  s .  T h e n  z  €  , 3  a n d  \ u u' u V—1 
hence z t, which implies z €* t. Lemma 8(b) now 
yields z t establishing set in Therefore, 
s € , 1 w. But w is a set of (V, ,,Ç ,) and hence 
u+1 ^ v-l v-l 
s w. Thus, for every subset s of t in (^v-1'^v-1^ 
we have s €, . w. 
V—± 
Now let s ' €, 1 w. We see that s ' €* w and hence 
V—1 
Lemma 8(b) implies s ' from which it follows that 
s ' et in (^u^^u)' In order to prove that s' c t in 
(V^_2^, ; we let z ' s '. Then z ' s ' and 
hence Lemma 8(b) implies z' 6^ s', from which we have 
z' t. Lemma 8(a) now yields z' t, which estab­
lishes s ' et in (^v-1'^v-1^ ' proves that w is 
a relativized powerset of t in (^v-l^^v-1^' which is a 
contradiction. 
Thus Lemma 12 is proved. 
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Proposition I3. The axiom of Powerset is valid in (V,€*). 
Proof. Let X be a set of (V,€*). Then (55) implies 
the existence of an ordinal u such that x is a set of 
(V^,^u)• From (32a) it follows that x is also a set of 
^u+1^ * view of Lemma 9^ if x has a relativized 
powerset in (^u+l^^u+1^^ then it is unique and we denote 
this set by P(x). If x does not have a relativized 
powerset in ^+l)' then (32b) implies that P^^i(x) 
is a set of ("^u+2^ ^ u+2^' and we let P(x) denote 
P*^l(x). In either case P(x) is a set of (V^+2'^u+2^ 
and hence is a set of (V,€*). 
Let z €* P(x). Then Lemma 8(b) implies z P(x), 
and hence z cx in ^u+1^ " If w Ç* z, then Lemma 
8(b) implies w z and hence w which implies 
w €* X. Therefore, z c x in (V,€*), which establishes 
that every element z of P(x) in (V, €*) is a subset 
of X. 
Now let y c X in (V,£*). Lemma 12 implies that y 
is a set of . If s 6^^^^ y, then s €* y and 
hence s €* x, which, in view of Lemma 8(b), implies 
s X. Therefore, y cx in (^u+1'^u+1^ * follows 
that y €^^2 P(x) and hence y €* P(x), which establishes 
that every subset y of x in (V,€*) is an element of 
P(x). This shows that P(x) is the powerset of x in 
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(v,e*). 
Itius Proposition I5 is proved. 
Proposition l4. The axiom of Choice fails in (y,€*). 
Proof. We assume the contrary. In view of (26) and 
(27) we see that b = {b,c} = {Cb,c},Ca}}. Thus, b is a 
disjointed set of (V,€*) such that 0 fe* b. If the axiom 
of Choice is valid in (V,€*), then {a,b} or Ca,c} is 
a set of (V,€*) since these are the only possible choice 
sets for b. Let u be the smallest ordinal such that 
{a,b) or {a,c] is a set of - In view of (25), 
(26), (27), (28) and (29), we see that u / 0. From (30) 
it follows that u is not a limit ordinal. Hence (52a) 
and (52b) imply the existence of a set t of ^u-1^ 
such that Ca,b} is P*_^(t) or [a,c] is P*_^(t). 
However, this is a contradiction since 0 6^ P*_^(t) but 
0 {a,b} and 0 {a,c}. 
Thus Proposition l4 is proved. 
Since the axiom if Infinity is obviously valid in 
(V,€*), Propositions 10, 11, I5 and l4 prove the independ­
ence of the axiom of Choice from the axioms E, P, S and 
I. 
Clearly, each of the axioms of Infinite and Powerset 
is independent of the remaining four axioms as one can 
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observe by considering respectively (u), €) and (u) + 1, ç) 
as models. 
The independence of the axiom of Sumset from the 
remaining four axioms can be proved analogously to the 
proof of the independence of the axiom of Choice given above 
by considering a model (V,€*) where the individuals of 
a^ b_j C y  O y  l y  • • • J J w 
with a = [a,b,0), b = {b,c} and c = {a,b}. 
The independence of the axiom of Extentionality from • 
the remaining four axioms can also be proved analogously 
to the proof of the independence of the axiom of Choice 
given above by considering a model (V,€*) where the 
individuals of (V^,are 
* o o 
a^ "by Oj Ij j u) 
with a = {a} and b = {a}. 
Since the axiom scheme of Replacement was not included 
in the above independence proofs, it is possible to derive 
the same results within ZF as is shown below. 
We begin by proving the independence of the axiom of 
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Choice from thé axioms E, P, S and I. Let (K,g) be a 
model for ZF. Let 
(38) Uq = [[2],(2,[2}],0,1,2, ... , w] 
and 
U = U U for a limit ordinal u 
^ " v<u V : 
and 
(40) U P* U Su 
where P^ and are defined as in equations (I6) and 
(17) with replaced by U^. 
We define (U,6) to be the model whose individuals 
are precisely those sets x of (K,€) such that the formula 
(au)(ord(u) A (x € U^)) is valid in (K,€). As usual, for 
every set x of (U,€) we denote by r(x) the smallest 
ordinal u such that x € U^. 
Based on the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 4 and Propositions 
5, 5j 6 and Yf we obtain 
Proposition I5. The axioms of Extentionality. Powerset, 
Sumset and Infinity are valid in (U,€). 
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Proposition l6. Ihe axiom of Choice fails in (U,€). 
Proof. We assume the contrary. In view of (38), we 
see that {2,{2}} = {(0,1),{2}} is a disjointed set of 
(U, €) which does not have 0 as an element. If the axiom 
of Choice is valid in (U,€), then {0,2} or (1,2) is a 
set of (U,ç) since these are the only possible choice sets 
for {2,{2}}. Let u be the smallest ordinal such that 
{0,2} or {1,2} is a set of U^. %en there exists a set 
c e such that r(c) = u and c = {0,2} or c = {1,2}. 
From (38) we see that u / 0. In view of (39)j it follows 
that u is not a limit ordinal. Let v = u - 1. 
By (40) we have c € P^ or c € S^. If c € P^, 
then there exists an element t of such that 
c = P^(t). From 0 c t we have 0 € P^^t) and hence 
c = {0,2}. In view of the fact that t 6 P^(t) and 2 t 0, 
we have t = 2. But 1 € implies 1 € U^, and hence 
1 c 2 implies 1 € P^(t), which is a contradiction since 
1 t {0,2}. Therefore, c € and there exists s € 
such that c = Us. Moreover, 
(4l) S^(x) € UQ for every x € and every natural 
number n 
where s"^x) is the n-th iterate sumset of x. Since 
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c t it follows from (4l) that s t U^. Hence, there 
exists an ordinal u' such that r(s) =u' + 1. We note 
that u' < u. If s € then there exists t' € U^, 
with s = P^,(t'). But this leads to the contradiction 
u = r(c) = r(Us) = r(UP^,(t')) = r(t') < u' < u 
Hence, s Ç S^, and there exists s' € U^, with s = Us'. 
In view of (4l), we see that s' € U^. Thus, there exists 
a ordinal u" such that r(s') = u" + 1. We note that 
u" < u' < u. 
It is clear that the process of the above paragraph 
cannot terminate after n steps for every natural number n. 
Hence, an infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals 
(u,u',u", ... ) is generated in (K,6), which is a 
contradiction. 
Thus Proposition 16 is proved. 
Propositions I5 and I6 prove the independence of the 
axiom of Choice from the axioms E, P, S and I. The proof 
of the independence of each of the axioms of Infinity and 
Powerset from the remaining four axioms is trivial, as was 
noted before. 
The proof of the independence of the axioms of Sumset 
from the remaining four axioms can be given within ZP by 
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considering a model (U,€) where 
Uq = CC1,5},{1,2},{{1,2},{1,5}},0,1,2, ... , U)} 
and 
U = U U for a limit ordinal u 
^ v<u 
and 
Vl = "u U Pu 
Clearly, U {{1,5),{1,2}} = {1,2,5} is not a set of the 
model (U,c) since it does not occur in and every 
other set of the model which does not occur in U has 0 
o 
as an element. 
For the proof of the independence of the axiom of 
Extentionality from the remaining four axioms within ZF 
we refer to [2]. 
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III. THE GENERALIZED CONTINUUM HYPOTHESIS 
A. Consistency of the Axioms E,P,S,I,G,GCH 
Based on the result of Section II-B, we let (K',€) be 
a model for the axioms system ZP+C+G. 
For every denumerable ordinal j and k of (K',6) 
the set T(j,k) of all the equipollences on j onto k 
exists in (K',€) and is nonempty. Hence the set 
D = {7r(j,k) I j and k are denumerable ordinals} 
is a disjointed set of (K',€) with 0 t D. By the axiom 
of Choice there exists a set H of (K',€) consisting of 
precisely one element of each element of D. Let 
H = {f(j,k) 1 j and k are denumerable ordinals] 
with f(j,k) €Tr(j,k). 
If s is a set well ordered in (K',€) by a set w, 
then from [1] there exists a unique ordinal k and a unique 
similarity Z(k,s,w) on k onto s. Thus, for every 
denumerable set s well ordered in (K',€) by a set w, 
there exists a unique equipollence 
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(42) e(j,s,w) = f(j,k) o S(k,s,w) 
on j onto s. 
Let u be an ordinal and be the set of (K',€). 
Motivated by [3], we let card^(c) (read: c is a cardinal 
of A^) denote the formula 
"ord(c) and there exists no equipollence in A^ 
between c and an element of c" 
where ord(c) denotes the formula 
(Vx)((3z)((z 6 c A X 6 z) -* X € c) ) A 
(Vs)(Yt)((s € c A t € c) -* ((s = t) V (s € t) V (t € s))) 
Next let suc^(c,c^) (read: c^ is the cardinal successor 
of c A^) denote the formula 
card^(c) A card^(c^) A (c < c"^) A 
(Vq)((card^(q) A (c < q)) - (c+ < q)) 
Finally, if A^ is a transitive set well ordered in 
(K',€) by a set w(u), we let 
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Eu = tG(c+,P^(c),w(u)) I (P^(c) € A^) A suc^(c,c+) A 
(4?) 
(c"*" and Py^c) are denumerable sets of (K',€))î 
where P^fc) and e are given by (11) and (42), respec­
tively. 
Using transfinite induction in (K',€), for every 
ordinal u we define as: 
AQ = {0,lj2, « « , lu} 
Vl = A* U Pu U U SY U S(EJ U S2(E„) 
(W) 
A = U A if u is a limit ordinal 
v<u 
Where P^ and are defined analogously to equations 
(l6) and ( 1 7 ) r  is defined by equation (43), and where 
for every positive integer n and every set X we denote 
by S^(x) the n-th iterate sumset of X in (K',€). 
Also w(u) appearing in is defined as follows: 
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w(0) = {(m,n) I (in € U) + 1) A (n € U) + l) A (m < n) } 
w(u +1) = w(u) U U U U U 
w(u) = U w(v) if u is a limit ordinal 
v<u 
Where w is the well ordering of P - A defined by 
9. u u 
Py(x) < Pu(y) if and only if (x,y) € w(u), 
is the well ordering of - (P^ U A^) defined 
by S^(x) < S^(y) if and only if (x,y) € w(u), 
is the well ordering of - (A^ U P^ U S^) 
defined by e(c'^,P^(c),w(u) ) <e(d+,P^(d),w(u)) 
if and only if c < d, 
w^ is the well ordering of the set 
S(E^) - (A^ U Py U U E^) defined by 
(j,s) < (k,t) if and only if c and d are 
respectively the smallest cardinals of A with 
(j,s) € e(c+,Py^c),w(u)),(k,t) € e(d''',P^(d),w(u)) 
and 
(i) c < d 
or (ii) c = d and j < k 
Wg is the well ordering of the set 
- {\ U P* U U Ey U S(E^)) defined 
by X < y if and only if c and d are 
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respectively the smallest cardinals of such 
that there are ordered pairs 
(j,s) 6 e(c+,PyXc)w(u)), (k,t) € e(d"'',P^(d) ,w(u) ) 
with X 6 (j,s) and y 6 (k,t) and 
(i) c < d 
or (ii) c = d and j < k 
or (iii) c = d and j = k and x = Cj} 
or (iv) X = y 
For every set x let A(x) (read: x is a set of the 
model (A,€)) denote the formula 
(au)((ord(u)) A (x € A^)) 
and let 
or 
Lemma 17. For every ordinal u, the set A^ is transitive. 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on u. 
Clearly A^ is transitive, and if u is a limit ordinal, 
then A^ transitive for every ordinal v < u implies that 
A^ = U A^ is transitive. 
v<u 
r(x), as usual, denote 
(i) 0 if ~A(x) 
(ii) u if A(x), where u is the smallest 
ordinal such that x € A^ 
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Itius we assume A is transitive and let x € A -
u u+X 
and y 6 X. It follows from equations (l6), (17) and (44) 
that if X € A^ U U then y € ^^+1* Hen^e we assume 
that X € U S(E^) U S^(E^). 
If X € E^, then y € S(E^) and hence y € 
If X € S(E^), then y € S^(E^) and hence y € A^^^. 
Finally, if x € S^(E^), then x = (g] or x = {g,h} 
where g € c^ and h 6 P^(c) for an infinite cardinal c 
of A^. The transitivity of A^ implies g € A^ and the 
definition of P^^c) implies h € A^. Since y € x 
implies y = g or y = h, it follows that y € A^ and 
hence y € A^^^. 
Thus Lemma I7 is proved. 
Lemma I8. ~A(ti) + 3) 
Proof. First we note that 
A j ^  =  [ 0 , 1 , 2 ,  D O  +  1 }  
from which it follows that card^(w), card^((i) +1), 
suc^(w,w + 1) and P^(w) = U) + 1. Thus by equation (4^) 
we have e ' = e(w + 1, uo + l,w(l)) € E^, and, in fact. 
(45) El = {e-} 
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e'(2) ^  w 
e'(2) = w 
Since e ' is one-to-one we have e'(a) ^  cu from which it 
follows that e' (a) € uu. Let 
(46) b = (a, e'(a)} 
Then b € (a,e'(a)), (a,e'(a)) € e' and e' = S(E^), vAiich 
imply b € S^(Ej^) and hence b € Ag. Also, we observe that 
b c: U) and ~ord(b) . 
To prove the lemma we assume the contrary. Thus 
A((i) + 5) • In view of equation (45) we have 
Ag = {0,1,2, ... , u), (J) + l,u) + 2,e'} U e' U (Ue') 
from which we conclude that r(uu + 3) > 2. Thus, we let 
r(u) + 5) = u + 1 for an ordinal u. 
If (J) + 3 f then there exists a set t € A^ with 
cu + 3 = P^(t). Now t € P^(t) implies ord(t) and hence, 
since t is an infinite ordinal, we have uj c t. But then 






hence b is an element of P^(t) or b € w + 3, con­
tradicting ~ord(b). Therefore (u + 3 fe 
Since ou + 3 is not an equipollence or an ordered 
pair or a doubleton or a singleton set, it cannot be an 
element of U S(E^) U S^fE^). 
In view of equation (44) and the choice of u we have 
U) + 3 € and thus there exists s € such that 
Œ + 3 = Us. Clearly s t A^. Let r(s) = v + 1. alien 
V < u. 
The following paragraph, which we call (Arg a), shows 
that s t P^,. 
(Arq a) ; If s € P^, then there exists t € A^ such 
that s = P^(t). But ou + 3 = Us = U P^(t) = t, contra­
dicting r(t) < V < r(ou + 3)* Therefore s É P^. 
Since uu + 3 contains elements which are neither 
doubleton nor singleton sets, ou + 3 cannot be the sumset 
of an equipollence. Therefore s $ E^. 
Since ou + 3 is not a doubleton or a singleton set, 
it cannot be the sumset of an ordered pair. Therefore 
stS(E^). 
If s 6 S^(E^), then u) + 3 = Us so uu + 3 = 9 or 
ou + 3 = g U h, where g € c"*" and h c c for an infinite 
cardinal c of A^. Since the choice of u and the trans­
itivity of A^ imply g € u) + 3 and c € w + 3, it 
follows that (0+3^9 and uu + 3 9 U h, which is a 
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contradiction. Therefore s t S^(E^). 
Thus, s € and there exists such that 
s = Us^. Clearly s^ t A^. Let r(s^) = + 1. Then 
< V < u. 
By (Arg. a) s^ t 
The following paragraph, which we call (Arg b), 
shows that s, t E . 
^ ^1 
(Arab); If 6 E^ , then S^(s^) = c^ U P^ (c) 
for an infinite cardinal c of A Thus every element of 
1 
S^fs^) is a proper subset of c"^ € u) + 5* contradicting 
S^(s^) = u) -I- 5' Therefore s^ t E^ . 
The following paragraph, which we call fArg c), 
shows that s^ t S(E^ ). 
(Arg c): If s^ 6 S(Ey ), then S^fs^) = g U h where 
g € c^ and h c c for an infinite cardinal c of A^ . 
Thus every element of S^(s^) is a proper subset of an 
element c"*" .of. u) + ]$, contradicting S^(s^) = U) + 5* 
The following paragraph, which we call CArg d), 
shows that s^ t S^(Ey ). 
(Arg d) : If s^ Ç. S^(E^ ), then S^(s^) = Ug where 
g € c^ or g c c^ for an infinite cardinal c of A 
^1 
In either case every element of S^(sj^) is a proper subset 
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of c"*" € t») + contradicting S^ (sj^ ) = uu + 3. 
•Thus, s, € S and there exists s^ € A such that 
X Vi ^ ^1 
s^ = USg. Clearly Sg t A^. Let r(s^) = Vg + 1. Then 
Vg < < V < u. 
However, by fArq a) s. t P . In addition, we have 
2 
that s^ t E U S(E ) U S^(E ). For if it were, then it 
^ Vg Vg Vg 
would follow from (Arg. b), fArg c) and (Arg d) that 
P \ + 
every element of S (Sg) is a subset of an element c of 
(U + and hence S^(sg) c c"^, contradicting 
S^(sg) = u) + 3. 
Thus, s_ € S and there exists s_ € A such that 
^ Vg ^ ^2 
Sg = Us^. Clearly s^ t A^. Let r(s^) = vy + 1. Then 
v^ < Vg < v^ < V < u. 
Since there is no infinite decreasing sequence of 
ordinals in (K',€), we see that the above process must 
terminate after n steps with n < ou. But it then follows 
from fArcT a), (Arg b), (Arg c) and (Arg d) that there 
exists s^ € AQ with u) + 3 = s"^^(s^). This is a con­
tradiction because S^^^(x) € A^ for every element x of 
AQ, but (1) + 3 t AQ. . 
Thus Lemma I8 is proved. 
Lemma I9. If x c m + 1 and x ^  w and x ^  u) + 1, then 
X is finite in (K'_.6). 
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Proof. For every subset x of u) + 1 let F(x) 
denote 
"(x = u)) or (x = U) + l) or (x is finite in (K',€))" 
For subsets x and y of u) + 1 we note that 
(i) F(X) implies F(Ux) 
(ii) F(X) and F(y) imply F(x U y) 
To prove the lemma, we assume the contrary. Then there 
exists a smallest ordinal u + 1 such that contains 
an infinite subset x of u) + 1 other than cu or uu + 1. 
(clearly contains no such set.) We note that x is 
not an ordinal. 
If X € then x = P^(t) for a set t. € A^. 
Since t € x and x c w + 1, we have t c ou + 1, and 
hence the choice of u yields F(t). But x infinite 
implies t infinite. . Thus t = u) or t=(i)+l. Since 
PQ(w) = P^(w) = lu + 1 X, it follows that u > 2. How­
ever, there exists an element b of Ag (cf. equation 
(45)) such that b c oj but ~ord(b). Now u > 2 implies 
b € P^(t), from which it follows that b € x. But since 
X C W + 1, we have b € (U + 1, contradicting ~ord(b). 
Therefore x t P^. 
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since x is an infinite set of ordinals, it is not an 
equipollence or an ordered pair or a doubleton or a single­
ton set. Hence x t U S(E^) U S^(E^). 
Thus, X 6 S^ and there exists s Ç such that 
X = Us. Clearly s t A^. Let r(s) = v + 1. Then v < u. 
By fArq a), we have s $ P^ . 
If s € E^ U S(E^), then the elements of Us consist 
of doubleton and singleton sets only. Since x = Us is an 
infinite set of ordinals, it must have elements with more 
than two elements. Therefore s t E^ U S(E^). 
If s € S^(E^), then x = g or x=gUh where 
g € c^ and h c c for an infinite cardinal c of A^ . 
From Lemma l8 we have c^ < cu + 2 and therefore c < u) + 1. 
Thus g c u) 4- 1 and h c «j + 1. Since r(h) < u + 1, we 
have F(g) and F(h) and hence F(x), which is a contra­
diction. Therefore s t S^(E^). 
Thus, s € S^ and there exists s^^ € A^ such that 
s = Us^. Clearly s^ t A^. Let r(s^) = v^ + 1. Then 
Vj^ < V < u. 
By (Arcf a), we have s^ P^ . 
If s, € E , then x = S^(s,) = c^ U P (c) for an 1 v^ 1 v^ 
infinite cardinal c of A^ . It follows from x c m + 1 
that both c^ and P (c) are subsets of ou + 1. Since 
^1 
both of these sets have rank less than u + 1, the choice 
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of u yields F(c^) and F(Py (c)), and hence F(x), 
1 
which is a contradiction. Therefore s, $ E 
The following paragraph, which we call fArcr e), shows 
that s^ t S(E^ ). 
1 
(Arq e): If s^ € S(E^ ), then S^(s^) = g U h where 
g € c^ and h c c for an infinite cardinal c of A 
^1 
From Lemma l8 we have c <c^<ou + 2, from which it 
follows that g and h are subsets of u) + 1. Thus, 
r(g) < u + 1 and r(h) < u + 1 imply F(g) and F(h), 
and hence F(S^(s^)). But this contradicts ~F(x). There­
fore Sj^ t S(E^^). 
The following paragraph, which we call fArg f), shows 
that s, t s2(E^ ). 1 
fArg f): If € S^(E^ ), then S^fs^) = Ug or 
S^fs^) = U (g U h) where g € c^ and h c c for an 
infinite cardinal c of A From Lemma l8 we have 
^1 
c < c^ < ua + 2, from which it follows that both g and h 
are subsets of ou + 1. Thus r(g) <u+l and 
r(h) < u + 1 imply F(g) and F(h), and hence F(Ug) 
and F(U(g Uh)), yielding F(S^(s^)). But this contra­
dicts ~F(X). Therefore s^ T S^(E^ ). 
Thus, s, € S and there exists s^ € A with 
^1 . ^1 
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Si = U Sg. Clearly Sg t A^. Let rfsg) = Vg + 1. Then 
Vg < < V < u. 
By fArq a), we have s_ t P, . 
2 
The following paragraph, which we call fArg g), shows 
that Sg ( E . 
^ Vg 
(Ara g): If Sg € then S^(Sg) = U (c+ U P^^(c)) 
for an infinite cardinal c of A . But 
2 
U (c"*" U P (c)) = (Uc+) U (U P^^ (c)) = (Uc+ 
Vg Vg 
( o \ — I W/^T.T fA I \ i Tnv^ 1 n Ae { I Hence S-^(Sg) = Uc . Now ord(c ) implies ord(Uc ). Also 
c"*^ < (ju + 2 implies Uc"^ < uu + 1. Hence F(Uc^) and 
p(S^(s_)), contradicting ~F(x). Therefore s_ t E 
If Sg € S(E ) U S^(E ), then it follows from 
^ ^2 ^2 
(Arq e) and (Arq g) that F(S^(Sg)), and hence 
F(S^(Sg)), contradicting ~F(x). Therefore 
s t S(E ) U s2(E ). 
^ V2 Vg 
Thus, s„ € S and there exists s, € A such that 
2 J Vg 
Sg = U s^. Clearly s^ t A^. Let r(s^) = v^ + 1. Then 
V^ < Vg < V^ < V < u. 
By a), s^ t Py^. 
If s^ € E^ , then fArg g) yields F(S^(s^)) and 
hence F(S^(s^)), contradicting ~F(x). Therefore 
Sj t 
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By (Ma e) and (Ma f)^ s, $ S(E ) U S^(E ). 
5 3 
Thus, s_ € S and there exists s,, Ç. A such that 
3 vj 4 V3 
s^ = U Sj^. Clearly s^j^ t A^. Let r(s^) = + 1. Then 
< VG < < V < u. 
Since there is no infinite decreasing sequence of 
ordinals in (K',E), we see that the above process must 
terminate after n steps with n < uu. But then it follows 
from (Ma a), (Ma e), (Arg f) and (Arg g) that there 
exists s„ € A_ such that x = S^^^(s ). This is a con-
n o ^ n' 
tradiction because F(y) and hence F(S^^^(y)) for every 
y € AQ, but ~F(X). 
Thus Lemma I9 is proved. 
For every set x of (A/€) let P^(x) denote the 
power set of x in (A, €). 
For every set x of (A,6) let card^(x) denote the 
formula 
ord(x) A (Vy)((y € x ) - ~(x « y)^) 
where (x » y)^ denotes the formula 
(3e)(A(e) A (e is an eguipollence on x onto y)) 
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For every set c and of (A,€) let suc^(c,c^) 
denote the formula 
card^(c) A card^^c^) A (c < c"^) A 
(Vq) ((card^(q) . A (c <q)) -» (c"*" < q) ) 
Based on the proofs of Propositions 5# 6, 7 and 9 
of Section II-B, we obtain 
Proposition 20. The axioms E, P, S, I and G are valid 
in the model (A, €) . 
Proposition 21. (Generalized Continuum Hypothesis) For 
every element c and of (A, E), _if suc^(c,c^) and 
CO c c, then (c"^ « 
Proof. Let u be an ordinal such that c € A^, 
c"*" € A^, P^^c) € A^ and P^(c) = P^(c). From Lemma l8 
we have ti)<c<c^<u) + 2. Hence, c"*" is a denumerable 
set of (K' , €). 
Let P(c) be the powerset of c in (K',€). Since 
U) < c < œ + 1, every subset of c is a subset of uu + 1. 
From Lemma 19 it follows that P^(c) is a subset of 
Q = {x I X Ç P(c) A ( (x finite) V (x = lu) V (x = u) + l) ) 3 
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since Q is a denumerable set of (K',€), so is P^(c). 
It now follows from equations (45) and (44) that the 
equipollence e(c'^,P^(c) ,w(u) ) is an element of 
Hence, we have (c"*" w 
Thus Proposition 21 is proved. 
B. Further Properties of the Model (A, €) 
We observe that Lemmas l8 and 19 imply that every 
ordinal as well as every powerset of every ordinal of (A,6) 
is countable in (K',€). Motivated by this we prove below 
that every set of (A,€) is countable in (K',€). 
Let (^i)i-i a finite increasing sequence of 
ordinals of (K',e). For every set t of (A,€), we 
define 
(47) P"(*i,t) = P^ (P* ( ... (Pu (t)))•••))) 
n n-1 1 
For notational convenience we allow n = 0 in equation 
(47) and define P°(u^,t) = t. Also, where there is no 
ambiguity we denote p"\u^,t) by P^(t). 
Lemma 22. If, s is a set of (A, €) and s is infinite 
in (K',€), then there exist natural numbers m and n 
and an increasing sequence of ordinals (^i)i-i such that 
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or 
ii. there exists an ordinal u and a set t such 
that s = P^(S^(t)) where 
t € U S(E^) U S^(E^) and s"^(t) is the m-th 
iterate sumset of t with S°(t) = t. 
Proof. Let s be a set of (A,Ç) which is infinite 
in (K',e), and assume that Condition ii fails to hold. 
If s = w, then s = P?(w) and Condition i is satisfied. 
We assume that s ^  w. "ïhen s Ç and hence there 
exists an ordinal v such that r(s) = v + 1. 
Since we are assuming the negation of Condition ii, 
it follows that s t U S(E^) U S^(E^). Hence 
s Ç P^ U S^. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Let s € S^. Then there exists z € A^ 
with s = U z. Since s is infinite and s ^ w, it 
follows that z fe A^. Let r(z) = w + 1. Then w < v. 
From the negation of Condition ii we have that 
z t U S(E^) U S^(E^). If 2 € P^, then there exists 
y € A^ with 2 = P^(y). But then s = U z = U P^,(y) = y 
since 
(48) U Pg.(x) = X for every set x and ordinal q 
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However, s = y is impossible since r(s) > r(z) > r(y). 
Thus, z € S and there exists z' G A,, with 
w w 
z = U z'. Hence s = U 2 = S^(z'). Since s is infinite 
and s ^  w, it follows that z' t Let r(z') = w' + 1. 
Then we have w' < w < v. It follows from the negation of 
Condition ii and equation (48) that z' 6 S^,, and hence 
there exists z" 6 A^, with z' = U z" so that 
s = S^(z"). 
In view of equation (44) and the fact that there is no 
infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals in (K',€), the 
argument of the preceding two paragraphs implies that 
there exists a natural number n and a set r € A^ such 
that s = S^(r). But s infinite implies r = ou. How­
ever S^(w) = 0), contradicting our assumption that s ^ w. 
Thus Case 1 is not possible. 
Case 2. Let s € P^.. Then there exists z 6 A^ with 
s = P^(z). We note that s infinite implies z infinite. 
If z € AQ, then z = w and hence s = P^(w), satisfying 
Condition i. We assume that z t A^. Let r(z) =w+ 1. 
Then w < v. From the negation of Condition ii we have 
2 t U S(E^) U S^(E^). If z Ç then it follows from 
an argument similar to that of Case 1 that z = w, contra­
dicting our assumption that z Ë A^. Hence, z € P^ and 
there exists z ' ÇA, with z = P,,(z ' ). Thus 
W w ^ 
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s = P^(P^(z')). If z' = w, then Condition i is satisfied. 
If z " ^ 0), then an argument analogous to that of Case 1 
yields z' t S^,, where r(z') = w' +1. From the negation 
of Condition ii we have z' t E^, U S(E^,) U S^(E^,). 
Hence, z ' f P ,, and there exists z" € A, . with 
W w 
z' = P^,(z"). Thus s = P^(P^(P^,(z"))). We also note 
that w' < w < V. 
In view of equation (44) and the fact that there is no 
infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals in (K',w), the 
argument of the preceding paragraph implies that there 
exists a natural number n and a set r € and a finite 
increasing sequence of ordinals with u^ = v, 
u_ T = w and u„ « = w' such that s = P^(r). But s 
n-l n—^i 1 \ 
infinite implies r infinite, and it follows from r € A^ 
that r = u). Hius, we have s = P^(«)), satisfying 
Condition i. 
Therefore, Lemma 22 is proved. 
Let us observe that in view of the axiom scheme of 
Replacement there exist sets and Qg in (K',w) such 
that 
0^ = [z| z e P^(u)) A (au)(ord(u) A (z = P^((ju)))} 
and 
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Qg = {z 1 z 6 p^(m) + 1) A (au)(ord(u) A z = Py(u) + l))3 
Let u be an ordinal and x € P^((ju). Then x is a subset 
of UJ and hence x € P^(i«), which implies P^(w) c P^(u)). 
Therefore P^(w) € P^^w) for every ordinal u. Similarly, 
Py(w + l) 6 P^^w + l) for every ordinal u. It now follows 
that 
(49) = {P^(a)) I u is an ordinal} 
and 
(50) Qg = {Py(w + 1) 1 u is an ordinal} 
Lemma 25* The sets and Qg are countable in (K',€). 
Proof. Since for every ordinal u we have shown that 
Pu(uu) c P^(u)), it follows that U 0^ c P^(u)). In view of 
Lemma I9, the set P^^w) is countable in (K',€). Hence, 
U 0^ is countable in (K',€). Since v < u implies that 
P^(«)) c P^((ij), it is clear that is well ordered by 
set inclusion in (K',€). However, every set which is well 
ordered by set inclusion and whose union is countable is 
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itself countable in (K',€). We therefore conclude that 
is countable in (K',6). 
By an analogous argument Qg is also countable in 
(K',€). Thus Lemma l4 is proved. 
It follows from Lemma l8 that if c and are 
infinite cardinals with suc^(c,c'*') for an ordinal u, 
then c = (i) or c = w + 1. Based on equations (42) and 
(45), we define a function f on U Qg by 
f(Pu(c)) = e(c+,P^(c),w(u)) if e(c+,P^(c),w(u)) Ç 
and 
f(P^(c)) = e(u) + l,w + IjW(l) ) otherwise. 
We let R = range(f) and we note that 
(51) R = {z 1 (au)(ord(u) A (z € E^))} 
Since U Qg is countable in (K',€), R is also count­
able in (K',€). Moreover, since every element of R and 
every element of S(R) is countable in (K',Ç), it 
follows that 
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(52) R' = R U S(R) U S^(R) 
is countable in (K',€). Furthermore, if for every natural 
number m we define 
(55) = {S*(z) I 2 € R'} 
then it follows that each R"^ is countable in (K',€). 
Finally, let 
(54) CL = U R* 
m=0, 
Then is countable in (K',€). In view of equations 
(52) to (54) we have 
(55) = {S™^z) I (m € w) A (au)(ord(u) A 
(z € U S(E^) U s2(e^)))} 
We define 
(56) 0 = U Oi U Og U 
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It follows from the above that Q is countable in (K',€). 
Lemma 24. _If s Ç Q and s is infinite in (K',€) and 
X is a set of (A,ç) and x c s and x is infinite in 
(K',€), then x € Q. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma I9 that w is the only 
infinite subset of m in (A, €), and that œ and uu + 1 
are the only infinite subsets of w + 1 in (A,€). Thus, 
if s = (u or s = (u + 1, then x = m or x=(ju+l. From 
(D + 1 = PQ(*w) we have that (u + 1 € and hence oi) + 1 
is an element of Q, which implies that x € Q. This 
establishes the lemma for s = u) or s = u) + 1. In the 
remainder of the proof wé assume that s m and 
s ^  w + 1. 
Let s € U Og and assume that x fe U {u)}. It 
follows from Lemma 22 that there exists a natural number 
n > 0 and an increasing sequence of ordinals (u^^) 
such that X = P^(z) for an element z of U {uu}. 
Now s 6 U Qg implies that s = or s = P^(w + l) 
for an ordinal u. In both cases s c P^(ou + l), and hence 
X c P^(m + 1). Thus P?(z) c Pj^(tx) + l), which implies that 
P^ (P^~^(z)) is a subset of P^(w +1) and 
n 
P^~^(z) c u) + 1. But X infinite implies that P?"^(z) 
is infinite which, in view of Lemma I9, yields P^~^(a) = uu 
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or P^~^(2) = uu + 1. Therefore, x = P (cu) or 
n 
X = (u) + l), and hence x is an element of U Qgj 
n 
establishing x € Q. We have shown that 
(57) s € U Qg U [m] implies x € Q 
• I 
To complete the proof of the lemma we assume that 
s € Q^. Hence, there exists a natural nvutiber m and an 
ordinal u and an element z of U S(E^) U S^(E^) 
such that s is S™(z). We consider five cases. 
Case 1. Let m = 0. Then s = z. Since s is 
infinite, s t S(E^) U S^(E^). Thus s € E^. It follows 
that 0 t s, and hence 0 t x. Since every relative power-
set in (A, €) contains 0, it follows that x ^  P^(t) 
for every natural number n > 0 and every increasing 
sequence of ordinals and every set t of (A, ç). 
Therefore, in view of Lemma 22, we see that x = u) or 
X € Q-j, which implies that x 6 Q. 
Case 2. Let m = 1. Then s = U z. If z € E^, 
then 0 t s, and the argument of Case 1 yields x € Q. If 
z Ç S(E^), then s = U z is finite, contradicting the 
hypothesis of the lemma. If z € S^(E^), then s = g or 
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s = g U h where g is an element of c and h c: c for 
an infinite cardinal c of A^. From Lemma l8 we have 
< m + 2, which implies that s is a subset of œ + 1. 
Therefore, since s is infinite in (K',€), Lemma 19 
implies s = w or s = w + 1, contrary to our assumption. 
Thus, Case 2 is impossible. 
Case 3. Let m = 2. Then s = S^(z). If z € 
then s = c"^ U for an infinite cardinal c of A^. 
From Lemma l8 we have that c"*" _< u) + 2. If y € c"*", then 
y < U) + 1 and y € P^(m + l), whence c"^ c P^(ou + l). 
From c c: (J) + 1 we have that P^^c) c P^(c) and 
P^(c) c P^(w + l). Hence s c Pj^(u) + l) • Let 
s ' = P^((M + l). Then x is an infinite subset of s '. But 
s' € Og. Therefore, it follows from equation (57) that 
X € Q. 
If z € S(E^), then s = g U h where g € c^ and 
h c c for an infinite cardinal c of A^. In view of 
Lemma l8, we have that c* < 2. Thus, g € c^ implies 
g c uj + 1, and hence s c eu + 1. But then Lemma 19 
implies that s = w or s = u)+l, contradicting our 
assumption. Hence z t S(E^). 
Finally, if z € S^(E^), then s = U g or 
s = U (g U h) where g € c^ and h c c for an infinite 
cardinal c of A^. Again it follows from Lemma l8 that 
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g and g U h are both subsets of u) + 1. Since 
U(u)+l) = u), we have that s is a subset, of u), and 
hence Lemma I9 implies s = 10, which contradicts our 
assumption that s ^  w. Hence z t S^(E^). 
Case 4. Let m= Then s = S^(z). If z € 
then s = U (c^ U P^(c)) for an infinite cardinal c of 
' 1 
A^. We showed in Case 5 that c"*" U P^(c) is a subset of 
P^((i) + 1). Hence s is a subset of U + l). But 
U P^((B +1) is u) + 1. Therefore, s c lu + 1 and Lemma 
19 implies that s = (j) or s = w + 1, which contradicts 
our assumption. If z 6 S(E^) U S^(E^), then the argument 
of Case 3 implies that S^(z) c w + 1, and hence 
s c u (u) + 1). Thus s cw, which contradicts Lemma I9 
and our assumption that s ^  w. Hence, Case 4 is impossible. 
Case 5. Let m > 4. Then s = S^(S^(z)) where k 
is m - 5» From the argument of Case 4 we have that 
S^(z) c (ju + 1. Hence, s is a subset of uu, which 
contradicts Lemma I9 and our assumption that s ^  ou. 
Therefore, Case 5 is impossible. 
Thus Lemma 24 is proved. 
Lemma 25. Every element of Q is countable in (K',€). 
Proof. Let s € Q. The result is immediate if s is 
(JO. If s € U Og, then s = P^(u)) or s = P^fw + l) 
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for an ordinal u. In both cases s c P^(u) + l) » However, 
the countability of P^(m + l) in (K',€) follows from 
Lemma I9, and hence s is countable in (K',€), Finally, 
if s € Q^, then there exists a natural number m and an 
ordinal u and an element z of U S(E^) U S^(E^) 
such that s = S^^z). We consider five cases. 
Case 1. Let m = 0. Then s = z. If s € E^, then 
s is an equipollence and the domain of s is an infinite 
cardinal c"^ of A^. It follows from Lemma I8 that 
c"*" < (u + 2, and hence s is countable in (K',€). If 
s € S(E^) U S^(E^), then s is finite and therefore s 
is countable in (K',ç). 
Case 2. Let m = 1. Then s = U z. If z € E^, 
then z is countable by the argument of Case 1. It follows 
that s is the union of a countable set every element of 
which is finite (specifically, an ordered pair). Hence s 
is countable in (K',€). If z € S(E^), then s = {g,h} 
where g € c"*" and h is a subset of c for an infinite 
cardinal c of A^. Thus s is countable in (K',ç). 
g 4-
If z 6 s (E^), then s = g U h where g € c and h c c 
for an infinite cardinal c of A^. It follows from Lemma 
18 that c^, and therefore s, is a subset of u) + 2. 
Hence, s is a countable set of (K',6). 
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Case 3. Let m = 2. Then s = S^(z). If z € E^, 
then s = U P^(c) for an infinite cardinal c of A^. 
It follows from the argument of Case 3 Pf Lemma 24 that s 
is a subset of P(w + l) which, in view of Lemma I9, is 
a countable set of (K',€). Therefore, s is a countable 
set of (K',6). If 2 € S(Ey^ U S^(E^), then it follows 
from the argument of Case 3 of Lemma 24 that s is a ! sub­
set of uj + 1. Hence, s is a countable set of countable 
ordinals. 
Case 4. Let m = 3. Then s = S^(z). If z € E^, 
then it follows from the argument of Case 4 of Lemma 24 
that s is a subset of uj + 1. Hence, s is a countable 
set of countable ordinals. If z € S(E^) U S^(E^), then 
it follows from Case 5 of this lemma that S^(z) is a 
countable set of countable ordinals. Hence, s = U S^(z) 
is a countable set of countable ordinals. 
Case 5. Let m > 4. Then s = 8^(8^(2)) where k 
is m - 5» From Case 4 of this lemma we see that S^(z) 
is a countable set of countable ordinals. Therefore, 
S^(S^(z)) is a countable set of (K',€). 
Thus Lemma 25 is proved. 
Lemma 26. s Ç Q, then P^(s) is countable in (K',6). 
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Proof. Let s 6 Q. We define 
F = [x I X € P^^s) A (x is finite in (K',€))} 
and 
I = {x 1 X € P^(s) A (x is. infinite in (K',€))} 
Then P^^s) = F U I. 
We showed above that Q is countable in (K',€). 
From Lemma 24 we have that I c Q. Hence I is countable 
in (K',Ç). From Lemma 25 we have that s is countable in 
(K',Ç). Therefore, it follows that F is countable in 
(K',€). Since both F and I are countable in (K',€), 
so is P^(s). 
Thus Lemma 26 is proved. 
We note that in order to prove that every set of 
(A,€) is countable in (K',E), in view of Lemma 22, it 
suffices to show that P^(s) is countable in (K',€) for 
every s € Q and every natural number n and every 
increasing sequence of ordinals (^i)i=ir Clearly, Lemma 
26 is a special case of the desired result. 
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Lemma 27• If. n is a natural number and i is an 
increasing sequence of ordinals and t is a set of (A,€), 
then pj(t) € P*+l(t). 
Proof. From P°(t) = t and t € P^(t) we see that 
P?(t) € P^(t), establishing the lemma for n = 0. We 
assume for n > 0 and for every increasing sequence of 
ordinals that P^"^(t) ^ P^{t). 
If X € P^(t)- for an increasing sequence of ordinals 
then X € P^ (P^~^(t)), from which it follows 
n 
that X cP^~^(t). However, by our assumption 
P^~^(t) € P^(t), and hence pj~^(t) cP^"^(t). It follows 
from X c P^"^(t) that x c P^~^(t), which implies that 
X € P^(t). Therefore, P^(t) is a subset of P^(t), and 
hence we have P?(t) € ' 
Thus Lemma 27 is proved. 
In view of the validity of the axiom scheme of Replace­
ment in the model (K',€), if n is a natural number and 
t is a set of the model (A,ç), then there exists a set 
H(n, t) in (K',€) such that for every set z of (K',€) 
we have z € H(n,t) if and only if z Ç P^'^^(t) and there 
exists an increasing sequence of ordinals such 
that z = Pj(t). 
Since Lemma 27 implies that P?(t) € P^"^^(t) for 
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every increasing sequence ordinals, it follows 
from the definition of H(n,t) above that 
(58) H(n, t) = {P^(u^,t) I (Uj^)?_^ is an increasing 
sequence of ordinals} 
Lemma 28. Let n be a natural number and let t be a set 
of the model (A, €). _If P^(t) is countable in (K',€) 
for every natural number m < n, then H(n,t) is countable 
in (K',€). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Since 
H(0,t) = {t} is countable in (K',€), the lemma is valid 
for n = 0. We assume that for n > 0 if P^(t) is 
countable in (K',€) for every m < n - 1, then H(n- l,t) 
is countable in (K',€). We also.assume that P^(t) is 
countable in (K',ç) for every m < n. It follows from our 
two assumptions that H(n-l,t) is countable in (K',€). 
For every element z of H(n-l,t) we let 
G(z) = {y I (y € pj(z)) A (av)(ord(v) A (y = P^(z)))] 
In view of Lemma 27 with n = 1 we have P^(z) € P^(z) 
for every set z and every ordinal v. Hence, for every 
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element z of H(n- 1, t) we have 
(59) G(z) = {Py(z) I (av)(ord(v))} 
Let z € H(n-l,t). Then for every ordinal v we 
have P^(z) = P^(P^ ^ (u^,t)) = P^(v^,t) where v^ = v and 
Vi = for 1 < i < n - 1. Since Lemma 27 inplies that 
P^(v^,t) is an element of P^'''^(t), it follows that 
P^(Vj^,t) c P^(t), and hence P^(z) c P^(t) for every 
ordinal v. Having thus shown that every element P^^z) 
of G(Z) is a subset of P^(t), it follows that U G(z) 
is a subset of P^(t). But P^^t) is countable in (K',€) 
by our assumption. Thus U G(z) is countable in (K',€). 
Moreover, G(z) is well ordered by set inclusion since 
u < V implies P^(t) c P^(t). It now follows that G(z) 
is countable in (K',€) since every set well ordered by 
set inclusion and whose union is countable is itself a 
countable set of (K',6). 
In view of equations (58) and (59) we have 
H(n,t) •= U CG(Z) I z € H(n-l,t)} . 
Since H(n-l,t) is countable in (K',6), and since G(Z) 
is countable in (K',€) for every z 6 H(n-l,t), it now 
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follows that H(n,t) is countable in 
Thus Lemma 28 is proved. 
Lemma 29» If. s € 0, then P^^s) is countable in (K',€) 
for every natural number n. 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
natural number n and an element s of Q such that 
P^(s) is uncountable in (K',€) and P^(t) is countable 
in (K',€) for every element t of Q and every natural 
number m < n. Let us observe that Lemma 25 and P°(s) = s 
imply n ^  0. Also, Lemma 28 implies that H(m,t) is 
countable in (K',€) for every t € Q and every natural 
number m < n - 1. But then for every m < n - 1 the set 
(60) = U {H(m,t) 1 t € Q} 
is countable in (K',€). Hence, the set 
(61) J = U {Jjjj 1 m < n - 1} 
is countable in (K',€). In view of equations (60) and 
(6l) we see that 
J = {H(m,t) I (t € Q) A (m < n - 1)} 
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Let 
(65) ' Q' = Q U J 
Since Q and J are countable in (K',ç), so is Q'. 
Let 
I = {x 1 (x Ç P^(s)) A (x is infinite in (K',€))} 
and 
P = {x 1 (x € P^(s)) A (x is finite in (K',6))} 
We note that F is a collection of finite subsets of 
^(s). In view of the fact that P^"^(s) is countable 
in (K',€) by our assumption^ we see that F is also 
countable in (K',€). Since P^(s) = I U F, our assumption 
of the uncountability of P^^s) in (K',€) implies that 
I is uncountable in (K',e). 
Let x € I. It follows from Lemma (22) and equations 
(55) (56) that there exists a natural number k and 
an increasing sequence of ordinals (^i)i_i and an element 
z of Q such that x = P^(z). If k < n - 1, then it 
follows from equations (58) and (62) that x 6 J, and 
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hence x 6 Q' ., If k > n - 1, then it follows from 
X c P^'"^(s) that P^(z) cP^^^(s). Hence, we have 
S^"^(pj^(z)) c s'^~^(P^~^(s) ), which, in view of equation 
(48), implies that P^~^'^^(z) c s. Since x = P^(z) is 
infinite in (K',€), so is P^ (z). It now follows 
from Lemma 24 that P^ ^ "*"^(2) € Q, and hence 
P^(z) G H(n-l,t) where t is P^~^'^^(z). But x = P^(z). 
Thus X € H(n-l,t) with t € Q, and therefore, by-
equations (62) and (65) we obtain x 6 Q'. 
We have shown that x 6 I implies x 6 Q'. Therefore, 
I is a subset of Q'. But this is a contradiction since 
Q' is countable in (K',€) and I is uncountable in 
(K',€). 
Thus Lemma 29 is proved. 
Proposition $0. Every set of the model (A,ç) is countable 
in the model (K',ç). 
Proof. Let s be a set of (A,ç). We assume that s 
is infinite in (K',€). It follows from Lemma 22 and equa­
tions (55) and (56) that there exists a natural'number n 
and an increasing sequence of ordinals and an 
element t of Q such that s = P?(t). From Lemma 27 we 
have that P^(t) 6 P^'^^(t), and hence P?(t) cp^(t). 
Thus, s c P^(t) with t € Q. However, Lemma 29 implies 
that P^(t) is countable in (K',€). Therefore, s is 
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countable in (K',6). 
•Phus Proposition 5O is proved. 
We prove below that the entire model (A, €) is a 
denumerable set of the model (K',6). 
For every ordinal u let lim(ii) denote the formula 
"u is a limit ordinal." and let L(u) denote the formula 
(64) (Vv)((ord(v) A (v < u) ) -• 
(aw)(lim(w) A (v < w < u))) 
For every ordinal u such that L(u) we denote by 
u* the unique ordinal satisfying the formula 
(65) L(U*) A (U* > u) A 
(VV)((L(V) A (V > U)) -* (v > u*)) 
For every ordinal u such that L(u) we let 
where is defined by equation (4^)• Moreover, we let 
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(67) L = {u I L(U) A (U is denumerable in (K',€))} 
and 
(68) E = U {B^ I u € L} 
Lemma ^1. There exists an ordinal q € L such that 
B g = 0 .  
Proof. Let u and w be elements of L with u < w. 
Formula (65) implies u* < w. Thus, it follows from 
equation (66) that B is a subset of U E . and hence 
v<w 
that B^ n B^ = 0. Therefore, the union in equation (68) 
is disjointed. From equations (55) and (56) we see that 
E c: Q, and hence from the countability of Q in (K',€) 
it follows that E is countable in (K',€). On the other 
hand, L is uncountable in (K',€), because if L were 
countable, then (U L + uj^) 6 L, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, E is a union of disjoint sets which are indexed 
by an uncountable set. Since E is countable, it follows 
that there exists an ordinal q 6 L such that B^ = 0. 
Thus Lemma 5I is proved. 
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Let q' = q + U). 
Lemma 52. If x is a set of (A,€) with q' < r(x) < q*, 
then X € P where rfx) = u + 1. 
—\ — \ ' 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
smallest ordinal u with q' < u < q* and a set x with 
r(x) = u + 1 and such that x t P^. Since r(x) = u + 1, 
we have x t A^. However, from Lemma $1 it follows that 
E c U E . Thus. E is a subset of A , which implies 
u v<q V ' u q 
that E^ and S(E^) and S (E^) are subsets of A^. 
Hence, x t E^ U S(E^) "J S^(E^). It follows from equation 
(44) and our assumption x fe P^, that x € S^. 
Let X = U t with t Ç A^. If r(t) < u, then we 
have r(Ut)< u + 1 since r(Ut) < r(t) + 1. But this 
contradicts r(Ut) = r(x) = u + 1. Hence r(t) = u. By 
our assumption t Ç ^u-1' there exists z Ç. A^_^ 
with t = P^_^(z). However, this implies that 
X = U t = U Py_^(z) = z, contradicting 
r(x) =u+l>u-l> r(z). 
Thus Lemma 52 is proved. 
Let q" = q' + 0). 
Lemma 55* If. x is a set of (A, €) with r(x) < q", 
then r(P „(x)) < q". 
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Proof. Let x be a set of (A, 6) with r(x) < q". 
Let y € Pg„(x). Then y Ç. A^,, and y c x. If r(y) = 0, 
then r(y) < q'. If r(y) > 0, let r(y) = v + 1. It 
follows from formulas (64) and (65) that q" < q*. If 
y t P^, then Lemma 32 implies that r(y) < q'. If 
y Ç P^, then there exists t € A^ such that y = P^(t). 
However, y c x implies that P^(t) c x. Thus, from Lemma 
17 we have P^(t) c Pr(x)(t)' If v > r(x), then 
Pr(x.)(t) cP^(t), which implies Pr(x)(t) = P^ft). But 
this is impossible since it implies that 
r(y) = r(P^(t)) = r(Pr(x)(t)) = r(x) + 1 < v + 1 = r(y) 
Therefore, v < r(x) and hence r(y) = v + 1 < r(x) + 1. 
We have shown that r(y) < min(r(x) + l,q') for 
every element y of Pg„(x). Let p = min(r(x) + l,q'). 
It then follows that P^,, (x) c A^, since every subset of 
X in Aq,„ has rank less that or equal to p. Therefore, 
Pqii(x) c Pp(x). Furthermore, p < q" implies 
Pqii(x) = Pp(x), and hence we have 
r(Pq„(x)) = r(Pp(x)) < P + 1 < min(q' + l,r(x) + 2) < q". 
Thus Lemma 53 is proved. 
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Lemma 34. = A^,, 
Proof. Let s € - A^„. From Lemma 52 it follows 
that s € Pq„. Thus there exists x € A^„ such that 
s = Pg„(x). Since q" is a limit ordinal, r(x) < q". 
Lemma 55 now implies that r(Pg„(x)) < q", and hence 
r(s) < q". But this implies that s € A^,,, which contra­
dicts s € A „ - - A Hence, A „ , - A „ = 0. How-q +-L g q -h-L q 
ever, equation (44) implies that A^,, cA^,,^^. Therefore, ' 
\"+l " 
Thus Lemma 5^ is proved. 
Lemma 55* iÊ u is a countable ordinal in (K',€), then 
A^ is a countable set of (K',€). 
Proof. Since A^ = w + 1, the lemma holds for u = 0. 
We assume that u is a nonzero countable ordinal of (K',€) 
and that A^ is countable in (K',€) for every ordinal 
V < u. 
If u is a nonlimit ordinal, then u = v + 1 for an 
ordinal v < u. From equation (44) it follows that A^ is 
the union of A^, P^, S^, E^, S(E^) and S^(E^). Since 
A^ is countable in (K',Ç) by assumption, it follows from 
equations (I6), (1?) and (43) that P^, S^, E^, S(E^) and 
p 
S (E^) are also countable in (K',€). Hence, is 
countable in (K',ç). 
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If u is a limit ordinal, then A„ = U A . By 
^ v<u V 
assumption is countable in (K',€) "for every v < u. 
Since u is countable, it follows that A^ is countable in 
(K',€). 
Thus Lemma 35 is proved by transfinite induction in 
(K',6). 
Lemma 36. A,^ = A^,, for every ordinal v > q". 
Proof; Assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
smallest ordinal v > q" such that A^ ^  A^„. If v is 
a nonlimit ordinal, then A , = A „. Hence A = A , 
v-1 q V q"+l 
which, in view of Lemma 3^J is a contradiction to 
A^ ^  Aq,„. Thus, v is a limit ordinal and it follows that 
A^ = U A^. If w < q", then A^ c A If q" < w < v, 
w<v 
then A^ = A^,, by our assumption. Hence A^ = A^,,, a 
contradiction to our assumption A^ ^  A^,,. 
Thus Lemma 36 is proved. 
Proposition 37. The model (A, €) is a denumerable set of 
the model (K',6). 
Proof. From Lemma 36 it follows that every set of 
(A, €) is an element of Ag„. Thus, (A, g) is (A^,,, ç). 
Now Lemma 3I implies that q 6 L. Hence, from equation 
(67) we have that q is denumerable in (K',€). This 
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implies that q" is denumerable in (K'j6) which, in view 
of Lemma 35^ implies that A^,, is a denumerable set of 
ïhus Proposition 57 is proved. 
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IV. A SYNERGISTIC MODEL WITH BOUNDED ORDER TYPES 
Let (K,6) be a model for ZF. In this section we 
construct an G-submodel of (K, €) for a finite, number of 
arbitrary binary predicates of ZF in which the axioms of 
Extentionality and Infinity are valid and in which every 
ordinal is less that or equal to a certain denumerable 
ordinal of (K, €). A generalization of this result is also 
included. 
We begin by constructing a model with the desired prop 
erties for a single arbitrary binary predicate of ZF. Let 
F(x,y) be a formula in the language of ZF with two and 
only two free variables x and y. Let 
(69) % = {0,1, (1)} 






(72) = [F^Ct] I (t € M^) A 
(F^(x,y) is functional on t in } 
and for every t Ç 
(75) F^[t] = {z I (z 6 M^) A (ay)((y € t) A F^(y,z))} 
where 
(7^) F^(x,y) is the relativization of F(x,y) ^ 
We define (M, ç) to be the model whose individuals 
are precisely those sets x of (K,ç) such that the 
formula (au)(ord(u) A (x € M^)) is valid in (K,€). 
Let 
(75) W(0) = {(i,j) I (i € u) + 1) A (j € U) + 1) A (i < j)} 
and 
(76) W(u) = U W(v) for a limit ordinal u 
v<u 
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and let W(u+ l) be the set of all (s,t) such that 
(77a) s e My and t € and (s,t) € W(u) 
or 
(77b) s € My and t € 
or 
(77c) s e - My and te - M^ ^ s' is 
the W(u)-first element of M^ with s = F^[s ' ] 
and t' is the w(u)-first element of M^ with 
t = Fy[t'] and (s',t') 6 W(u). 
Clearly, W(u) is a well ordering of M^ in (K,€) for 
every ordinal u. 
As usual, for every set x of (M, €) we let r(x) 
denote the smallest ordinal u such that x € M^. 
Let t be an element of M^ and let p be a finite 
increasing sequence of ordinals. We define 
F[t,p] = F [F [ ... [F [t]]...]] 
"k "k-1 ^1 
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Lemma 38. Corresponding to every set s of (M,ç) such 
that s t there exists a definable ordered pair (t,p) 
such that t € and p is a finite increasing sequence 
(Uj^)of ordinals and s = F[t,p]. 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Then there exists a 
set of (M,€) such that s t but there is no definable 
ordered pair (t,p) such that t 6 and p is a finite 
increasing sequence of ordinals and s = F[t,p]. In view 
of equation (YO), s t implies that there exists an 
ordinal u with r(s) = u + 1. From equations (71) and 
(72) it follows that there exists an element z of 
such that s = F^[z]. Let t be the w(u)-first element 
of such that F^[t] = s. If r(t) = 0, then 
s = F[t,p] where p = (u), which contradicts our assump­
tion. Thus r(t) = r' + 1 for an ordinal u'. We note 
that u' < u. From equations (71) and (72) it follows 
that there exists an element y of such that 
t = F^,[y]. Let t' be the W(u*)-first element of 
such that t = Fy,[t']. If r(t') = 0, then s = F[t',p] 
where p = (u',u), which, contradicts our assumption. Thus 
r(t') = u" + 1 for an ordinal u". We note that 
u" < u' < u. 
It is clear from our assumption that the process of 
the last paragraph cannot terminate in a finite number of 
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steps. Thus, an infinite decreasing sequence 
(u,u',u", ... ) of ordinals is generated in (K,€), which 
is a contradiction. 
Hius Lemma 58 is proved. 
Lemma 59. Corresponding to every denumerable ordinal v of 
(M,€), there exists a definable well ordering G(V) of 
in (K,€) of tvpe-v. 
Proof. We define 
(78) G(w) = {(a,b) I (a € (u) A (b € œ) A (a < b)} 
Then G(w) is a well ordering of uu in (K, €) of type-m. 
Let V ,be a denumerable ordinal of (M,€) such that 
V > oj. Since equation (69) implies v t it follows 
from Lemma 38 that corresponding to v there exists a 
definable.ordered pair (t,p) such that t 6 and p 
is an increasing finite sequence (u^)^_^ of ordinals and 
V = F[t,p]. 
For every 1 < i < k we define 
[F„ [t]]...]] 
"1 
For every 0 < i < k - 1 and every 2 € L^^^ we define 
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g^(z) to be the W(Uj^)-first element of 
{x I (x € L ) A F (x,2)}. Moreover, for every element 2 
of Lj^ we define the function 
g(z) = 9o(9i( ••• (gk_i(z))•..))• In view of equation (72), 
it is easily established that each is a definable one-
to-one function on into Therefore, g is a 
definable one-to-one function on into t. Since v 
is infinite and v = F[t,p], t must also be infinite. 
However, t € M^. Thus t = u) and, since v = L^, it 
follows that g is a definable one-to-one function on v 
into (ju. 
For every 0 < i < v let m^ = g(i). Let 
U = u) - {g(i) i i € v} 
If U is finite in (K,€), let U = range(n^)^_^ where 
n^ < for every 1 < i c k', and let e be the 
sequence 
(nj^,m2^, ngjmg, , '+1 , ••• ) 
If U is infinite in (K, €), let U = range(n^)"_^ where 
n^ < n^^^ for every i > 1, and let e be the sequence 
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n i j ^ , . . .  . . .  )  
In both cases e is a definable sequence of type-v of dis­
tinct ordinals and range(e) = lu. Let e = and 
let 
G(V) = {(a,b) I (3i)(aj)((a = E^) A (b = E^) A (i < j))} 
Then G(v) is a definable well ordering of u) in (K, €) 
of type-v. 
t 
Thus Lemma 59 is proved. 
Proposition 40. There exists a denumerable ordinal q' of 
(K,e) such that if v is an ordinal of (M,€), then 
V < q' . 
Proof. We assume the contrary. Then every denumerable 
ordinal of (K,€) is an ordinal of (M,€). From Lemma 59 
it follows that there exists a definable well ordering 
G(V) of u) in (K, Ç) of type-v for every denumerable 
ordinal v of (K, 6). In view of the axiom scheme of 
Replacement in (K,€), there exists a set 
C = {G(V) 1 U) < V < in (K, €). 
For every ordinal v such that u) < v < we define 
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= {W 1 W is a well ordering of w in (K, ç) of type-v}. 
Let Y = {K^ 1 u) < V < uu-j^}. Then C is a definable choice 
set for Y in (K, €). However, this contradicts [12] the 
fact that there is no definable choice set for Y in 
(K,€). 
Thus Proposition 40 is proved. 
Next we prove a theorem analogous to Proposition 40 
for a model for a finite number of arbitrary binary predi­
cates of ZP. Thus, motivated by Proposition 40, we re­
define (M,€) so that it becomes a model which includes 
the images of these predicates. 
Let n be a natural number and for every natural 
number i with 1 < i < n let F^(x,y) be a formula in 
the language of ZF with two and only two free variables 
X and y. If u = 0 or u is a limit ordinal, we define 
as in equations (69) and (70), respectively. Let 
(79) = "u U U ... U 
where the definitions of F^[t] and F^(x,y) for 
every 1 < i < n are obtained from equations (72), (75) 
and (74) by replacing F^Ct], F^(x,y) and F(x,y) 
respectively by F^[tl, F^(x,y) and F^(x,y). 
The individuals of (M, €) are again those sets x of 
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(K,6) for which the formula (3u)(ord(u) A (x Ç ) is 
valid in (K, €). If u = 0 or u is a limit ordinal, we 
define W(u) as in equations (75) and (76), respectively. 
We let W(u+l) be the set of all ordered pairs (s,t) 
which satisfy (77a) or (77b) or (77c) with F^[s'] and 
F^[t'3 replaced respectively by P^[s'] and F^[t'] for 
some i and j with 1 < i < n and 1 < j < n. Then 
W(u) is a well ordering of in (K, €) for every 
ordinal u of (K, ç). 
As usual, for every set x of (M,€) we let r(x) 
denote the smallest ordinal u such that x G 
Let t be an element of and p be an increasing 
finite sequence ordinals and let q be a 
sequence (r%)^_2 of natural numbers with 1 < r^ < n for 
i = 1,We define 
... 
Lemma 4l. Corresponding to every set s of (M, e) such 
that s t there exists a definable ordered triple 
(t,p,q) such that t € and p is a finite increasing 
sequence of ordinals and q is a sequence 
fr.)^ n of natural numbers with 1 < r. < n for \ 1/1=1 — 1 — 
i = 1,2,.../k and s = F[t,p,q]. 
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Proof. We assume the contrary. Thus, there exists a 
set s of (M, €) such that s $ but there is no 
definable ordered triple (t,p,g) such that t € and 
p is a finite increasing sequence of ordinals and q is 
a finite sequence natural numbers with 
1 < r^ < n for i = 1,...,k and s = F[t,p,q]. 
In view of equation (70), we see that s ( implies 
the existence of an ordinal u with r(s) = u + 1. From 
equation (79) it follows that there exists an element z 
of and a natural number i with 1 < i < n such that 
s = P^[z]. Let t be the W(u)-first element of such 
that s = F^[t] for a natural number i with 1 < i < n, 
and let r be the smallest natural number such that 
1 < r < n and s = F^[t]. If r(t) = 0, then 
s = F[t,p,q] where p = (u) and q = (r), which contra­
dicts our assumption. Thus r(t) = u' + 1 for an ordinal 
u'. We note that u' < u. From equation (78) it follows 
that there exists an element y of and a natural 
number j with 1 < j < n such that s = F^,[y]. Let 
t' be the w(u')-first element of such that 
s = p],[t'] for a natural number j with 1 < j < n, 
and let r' be the smallest natural number such that 
1 < r' < n and s = F^,[t']. If r(t') = 0, then 
s = F[t',p,q] where p = (u',u) and q = (r',r), which 
contradicts our assumption. Thus, r.(t') = u" + 1 for an 
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ordinal u". We note that u" < u' < u. 
It is clear from our assumption that the process of 
the last paragraph cannot terminate in a finite number of 
steps. T^hus, an infinite decreasing sequence 
(u,u',u", ... ) of ordinals is generated in (K, 
which is a contradiction. 
Thus Lemma 4l is proved. 
Lemma 42. For every denumerable ordinal v of (M, €), 
there exists a definable well ordering G(v) of uu 
( Kj € ) of tvpe-v. 
Proof. We define G(w) as in equation (78). Let v 
be a denumerable ordinal of (M, €) such that v > lu. Hien 
V T and it follows from Lemma 4l that there exists a 
definable ordered triple (t,p,q) such that t € and 
p is an increasing finite sequence (uu)^_^ of ordinals 
and q is a finite sequence (^i)i-i natural numbers 
with 1 < < n for i = 1,2,...,k and v = F[t,p,q]. 
For every 1 < i < k we define 
(80) •••&]]•••]] 
X 1-1 i 
For every 0 < i < k - 1 and every element z of 
we define 
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(8l) g^(z) = the W(u^)-first element of 
r. 
where D. = {x | (x € L. ) A F (x,z)} 
1 
The remainder of the argument proving the existence of 
G(V) as stated in the lemma is identical to the correspond­
ing argument given in the proof of Lemma 59* 
Thus Lemma 42 is proved. 
Based on the proof of Proposition 40 and in view of 
Lemma 42 we obtain 
Proposition 45• There exists a denumerable ordinal q' of 
—(-Kj c) such that if v is-an ordinal of (M, e), then 
V < q'. 
Proposition 44. The axioms of Extentionality and Infinity 
are valid in (M, €). 
Proof. From equations (60), (70) (79) we see that 
(M,ç) is transitive. Hence, the argument of the proof of 
Proposition 5 establishes the validity of the axiom of 
Extentionality in (M, e). Similarly, from the transitivity 
of (M, €) and the fact that u) € it follows that the 
axiom of Infinity is valid in (M, €). 
Thus Proposition 44 is proved. 
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Based on the proof of Proposition 10 and in view of 
equations (72), (75)^ (7^) and (79) we obtain 
Proposition 45» The model (M, 6) is a model for the 
predicates F^(x,y), F^(x,y), .F^ ^(x,y) and 
F*(x,y). 
In view of Propositions 45^ 44 and 4-5, the model 
(M,€) has the properties mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter. We next prove two lemmas which lead to a 
generalization of Proposition 45. 
Lemma 46. Every set s of the model (M, €) is a countable 
set of the model (K, €). 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on the 
rank r(s) of s. We assume that every set t of (M,€) 
with r(t) < r(s) is a countable set of (K,€). Clearly 
the lemma holds if r(s) = 0. Thus, we assume r(s) > 0 
which, in view of equations (69) and (70), implies that 
r(s) = u + 1 for an ordinal u. From equations (72) and 
(79) it follows that there exists an element t of 
and a natural number i with 1 < i < n such that 
s = F^[t]. Now r(t) < u < r(s) implies that t is a 
countable set of (K, €). Since F^(x,y) is functional on 
t, it follows that s is also a countable set of (K, ç). 
Thus Lemma 46 is proved. 
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For every set s of (M,g) with r(s) = u we define 
w'(s) = w(u) n (s X s). We observe that w'(s) is a well 
ordering of s in (K,€). In view of Lemma 46, if s is 
a set of (M,ç) and w'(s) is of type-v in (K,e), then 
V < III view of the axiom scheme of Replacement in 
(K,Ç), there exists a set B in (K, €) such that B is 
the set of all ordinals v for which there exists a set s 
of (M,e) with w'(s) of tvpe-v in (K, €). 
Since B is a set of ordinals, its sumset in (K, 6) 
is an ordinal. We let h = U B. 
Lemma 4-7 • For every infinite ordinal v < h there exists a 
definable well ordering G(V) O^ U) in (K, €) of type-v. 
Proof. We define G(U)) as in equation (78). Let v 
be a denumerable ordinal of (M, €) with tu < v < h. Since 
h is U B, there exists a smallest ordinal v' of B 
such that V < v' < h. Let u be the smallest ordinal 
such that there exists an element y of with w' (y) 
of type-v' . Let s be the W(u)-first element of 
such that w'(s) is of type-v'. Since v' > lu implies 
s t MQ, it follows from Lemma 4l that there exists a 
definable ordered triple (t,p,q) such that t € and 
p is a finite increasing sequence (u^)^_^ of ordinals 
and q is a sequence of natural numbers with 
1 < r^ < n for i = 1,2,...,k and s = F[t,p,q]. 
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For every 1 < i < k we define as in equation 
(80), and for every 0 < i < k - 1 and every element 2 
of we define g^(z) as in equation (8I). Let g' 
be the function 9o ° ^1° *** ° ^k-1* 9' is a defina­
ble one-to-one function on s into t. But s is of 
denumerable type-v', and hence s = F[t,p,q] implies that 
t is an infinite set of (K, €). In view of the fact that 
t € equation (60) implies t = w. Thus, g' is a 
definable one-to-one function on s into cu. 
Since s has a well ordering w'(s) of type-v' in 
(K,€), there exists in (K,€) a unique similarity d on 
V' onto s. Let d' be the restriction of d to v, 
and let g = d' o g'. Then g is a definable one-to-one 
function on v into u). 
The remainder of the proof, establishing the existence 
of G(V) as stated in the lemma, is identical to the 
corresponding argument given in the proof of Lemma 59-
Thus Lemma kj is proved. 
Motivated by Proposition 45 we prove 
Proposition 48. There exists a denumerable ordinal h^ of 
(K, €) such that if s is a set of (M, ç) and w'(s) is 
of type-v in (K, ç), then v < h^. 
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Proof. Let = h = U B. Let s be a set of 
(M, f ) with w'(s) of type-v in (K, €). Then v Ç B and 
hence v _< h. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, we need only 
show that h is denumerable in (K, e). We assume that h 
is nondenumerable in (K, €). In view of Lemma 4%, this 
implies that for every denumerable ordinal v there exists 
a definable well ordering of m in (K, ç) of type-v, 
which is impossible, as was shown in the proof of Propo­
sition 40. 
Thus Proposition 48 is proved. 
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